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INTRODUCTION

THTHODUCT
On
within

the

ac Hispanided

past

twenty

nae entered

awd apparently pacsed

world
Allied

ite hopes

isting world

hearts

becoming

tae

woderm

of these

road

totalitarian

torld

dur,

this

in its present

This

towsrd

natione

by tho

philosopay

lost

form

under the ex=

iiad tne Second World War toon won by tne
bs altogether

e different

except for mexeries which stild

Spuniards

Spanish

xnosn

ite zenith while the

Japan wore on their

& suocess

etery would

is dead,

of some

and

in the Second

cornditionae

Axis dations,

Rispanidad

italy,

tne defest

forces

of ever

conquest

had its influences,

in modern Spain and reached

With

militery

of world

into the modern world,

of Gersany,

congusste

a pallocaphy

on into the world of wifulfilled draans.

philosophy developed
Axis istions

yeare

and

history,

onoe

As

it is,

linger in the

Honan Cetholics.
like all

ef Spanish history,

is in revlity

onuzokh nistory or sore specifically

Henan tatholic Church history.

be a Spaniard

Few,

baen
ten

is to

so closely

be « Catholics

connected

to ins Gattolic

witn

Churcke

if any,

any church as the
This

is not only

but has been down through the past centuriece
ation of Spanish
portent

part,

philosophy

and

history,
this

ond

Spanish

truo

nations have
nation

dss

in modern tines

fionce,

in eny consider

the fioran Catholic Church plays a very in-

io especially

true

in o consideration

of the

of fispanidad.

Spain was once
power

larger

to

wealth,

one

ond

of tie

glory and

loading
domeine

uations
Spain

of the world,

both

Spaniards

have

and

in

never forgotten thie und have always dreamed of that day when Spain

would once again hold this poaition of sightiest of the nations.

the

ES

2

nost modern of these philosophies by which Spein hoped once again to
obtain

have

thio

high

position was thet of Sieponidad.

been osrried out,

of almost the ontire world.
analysis,

Hispanide;

Spain would nave teen tho graatest of nations

and the Soran Catholio Church would

fine)

Could

have controlled

tne relicious life

fispanidod ‘ents not 9 amoll thing;

it waa @ philosophy of worlé

conquest.

in the

It was ihe re-

cult of a grent ceal of planning, effort, and finanoial supporte
ie difficult for persone
different
things

type

of Roman

levolved

4% could

in the

Catholio,
sonsept

be successful

entire worlde

in the United Stutes,

moving a sozewhat

to have any understanding of 211

of Ulepanidad.

in a sell

It wae

Hispanidad wee a monster which died after the defeut of

it hes the opportunity.

not destroyed;

tho opportunity

ttanes

that

area or be expanded to include the

was that typo of zonster which will resurrect

was

the

ao conceived

the Ania fietions ané with tine forzation of the United ations,

firgt mesent

it

it wac

not a totel

it was a dreamy

it was a hope;

it aay never %o deterulned
cates of Higpanidad was,
definite

conclusions

movement

was activee

success beoause

by arma;

Lt did

but yet Lives.

the
it

not have
is

Thie

it was a roligious philosophy.

fully what the exact

goal of the advo-

and it is even more difficult to come to any

after only
Still,

such a ehort

aven

in this

are various opinions as to what Hiepanidad
of these stand on flrm grounde
Roman Catholics,

in a different form

1% was not defeated

1% ia dead

to be a cuscess;

but it

space of time

short

period

since

the

of time there

hoped to agcomplish and 912

There aro sone, especially anong the

wno feel that Hispanidad sas just 2 cultural movezent

by which Spain hoped to become closer to hor former colonies.

There

:

Li

3
are otherg who

balievs

it wao an effort on the part of Spain to rotake

her forzer colonies and once Sgain becomes a grant Catholic Expire.
And thers are etill others who believe there

is enouch ovidence to

prove tiat Aispanided was just a tool of the Masi Government by which
Geraany

hoped

language,

to gain entrance

her

religion,

these conclusions were
consideration

appeared

of

into Latin America

oustome,

and

tnaluded

traditionse

in Hispanived

tnat philosophy.

So hidden

by using Spain,
Undoubtly

ag will
usder

all

be showm

Hiepanided,

her former colonies,

émerics,

@ plen of world

wae

especially those colonies

conquest

involving Franoo’s

Hack Gercany, snd including the Sonun Cetholic Churche
Catholic Church reallsed that
very Little themselves,

in this
wiiich

in Latin

Spain,

Germany wee dofested

by cerefully playing aloug ond by doing

they could make uso of the Nasi war machine

and of gaining the world

411 of this usy soumé fantastico,
filsponidad.

ead

9 vietory

have teen changed
sixteenth

by the 4xis

Hations,

if

if Gerseny was victorious.

but not te those who believed

it gained tho opportunity

in

sought by its advocstes

alngst

the entire world

would

back to sumething Like thet of the fiftesnth and

centuries before the

by Spain and controlled

of Hispsnidad,

Hitler's

Spain and tho

of the Second world Yar aith tho pocsibility of Losing nothing

ruled

of

to be just a husmless “goodeneightor policy” on the part of

Spain teward

through

her

Reformetions

‘his would

by tne Catholic Churohe

be a world
‘he philosophy

although dirosted toward the conquest of the ontire

world, was “ore particularly directed toward the former colonies of

Spain in the estern Homlephere for the lergest portion of Spain's

4
former oapire was

in Central

and South America.

It ie the purpose of this consideration of Hispanided to truest
(1) the tuckground of Spanieh history whloh made it possible for «
philosophy such es Slepanided-to gain a foothold; (2) the philosophy
of the Nalengists whieh was expressed in Hispanided;
ship of Hispsnidad vith the Roman Catholic Ghurohs

foal of Hispanidad;

(4) the purpose and

(5) Eiepanidad in actions ond (¢) the resuite and

to Gigpankdade

ee

ihpdtabalal

arriba

reactions

(3) tre ralation<

:

CHAPTER

&

THE BACKOROUND OF HISPANITAD
Sines

the

from the main

deys

of the Catholic

currents of European

ané

glorious

past,

and

sontribating

caring

very

Life of Suropeel
was & barrier

little

Little

to

Reformation,

life,

whether
the

Spain

Lived

apart

taxing pride in her isoletion
she made any progress

political,

scolal,

or cultural

Spain, beouuse of the poverty of its soil which

to improvement

in agrloulture and the high range of

mountains which cut the peninsula off fron ‘the rest of. Europe,
that

it could

rosourses
gration

develop

countrys
sixteenth,
yule

and

in commerce,

its own borders.

of the more

can calonles

and

aot

within

or not,

snergetic

loft

only

industry,

These

Spaniards

a relatively

factors
from
saell

or wealth

out of ali

to the Latin Ameri-

population

This, together with the offort of Spanish

in the world

from the

forced a large ani-

Spain

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries

found

in tne mother

statesmen of the

atill

to influence

relation to thea resources

and

popu-

lation of Spain, forced Spain into the class of cecond=rate covers

from which sue hao never returned-2
falfilled when Spain loet her empire,
and

had many

i Je

different

govornzente-

The nineteenth century saw this
suffered a series of civil wars,
dispenidad,

.
.
y
and Contemporar
Be Sohaplro, Hodern

1916) (Boston:

foughton airfiin Coe, Thay,

as well

es

the

pre-

%
(1615buropean History

Ae

pee oe

8o, J. He Hayes, A Political and Social History of Yodern Kurope
(Hew Tork:

acnillan Coe,

>

il, Ste.

oe ag

6

sent, form of governnent
previous

dad,

ceatury

in Epain, wan juct the logicel

and a quarters

fience

4t is nesessary to Keep in mind

result of ths

in a conalderation

the political,

of Hlapani-

soolal,

and reli-

gious uprisings which came to pasa because of the conditions which existed in Spain

from at least as far

back a8 1800.

the nineteenth century caw the intervention of the French during
the era of wapoleon,

which not only led to a long and coatly war for

indepentencs but also served to crystellice

in Spain the bitterly

hostile fustions of revolutionaries end resotionaries.s’
tubion

of 1212

becams

tho agna

The Consti-

Charta of Spanish Liveralies

and

its

prinolples wore conatantly appealed to in the etruggle for decooracy
whlen followed during the nineteenth century.
reign of the Spanioh Sourbon,

Ferdinand ¥IL (1814-1633) wno was re-

membered

for nis abeolutian,

the

of the Spanish Enpiro

bulk

independence
Hapoloonic
to

rewain

nie oruelty and cunning,
in the Kew world.

ond his loss of

the movenents

for

by tne Spanish colonies were ceused originally by the
invesion of Spain in 1805 when the colonies,

loyal

gonquerere
from

Then in 1814 come the

freedom

to the

throne

of Spain,

But as theee movements
from tne

forelgn

revolted

progress

conquerer

they

to totel

in an effort

against tue
greduslly
freedom

French

ohenged

fron Spain

waich cocurred after tae defeat of Hapoleon and the rectoration of

"tide
4schapiro, Ope site,

“hayes, Ope Gite,

pe 96-6

pe S76.

7
Ferdinand to the tarona of Epaine

So, by tne carly 1820's, Spain had

lost much of nor empire which previously had consisted
territory
Indica

in North America,

islands,

guess

all of Gentral Amerioa,

and a1) of Seuta

Azerics

except

of a vast

most of tno Boct

for Guiana

snd Portu-

Srazil.&

Immediately

upon hic restoration te tne throne,

set out to remove the
ing the

privileges

control

of education,

speesh

and

Ferdinand Vii

reforne of the Constitution of 1812 by rostor~

of tne

nobles

and

ine clergy,

and reestablishing tne

of asssclation were

Completely

giving

the

Inquisition.

suppressed

desuits

Freedom of

while

thousends

of Liberals wore oither driven out of the country or gent to prisons
Ferdinand
upon

relicd

upon the print

the aray onl therefore

neglected

the simye

to Keep

granted

the massey loyal more thar

favers to the church while he

The Carbonari appeared,

juct as they had

in Itely,

an@ carried on a vigorous agitation against the Sourbon deepotiam.
fg a result,

signal

tie

nutinies which ocourred

for a popular

in tho

£n 1820

became

a

uprising which desanded the rostoration of the

Gonstitution of 1612.

This,

Ferdinand

again under this constitution,

was forced to zrant.

4s a reaction

Once

the xing suppresesd the Inquisition

and uuny of the religious orders while granting
of ascociations

arny

to this,

the sing

freedom of speesh and
escretly

appealed

to

S%, Flenley and #. fi. Yeeoh, Sorld History, The Srowth of Hoctorn
Givilisation (ew Yor:
Wary We Hitliaas,

he P, Dutton &

Coe, LUG), ppe S4n, O45;

The Poople and Folitice of Latin Aserica (Zoston:

et ee

Se

Ginn & Goo, 1945), ppe

wa

e

nt os ae

LIBRAR
RITZLAFF MEMORIAL
SEMINARY,
CONCORDIA.
:

Pus a

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

re

es

¥

othar
ki0

despots

clorgy

of Kurope

for help against the

of Spain organized

literals while

% gountor=-revolution

arong the

to rescue the «ing from the power of tna Liberels.
arzy camo to the
minority,

could

restored

te

by

find

evary Liberal
sssrat

offer

little

to abnolute powere

taprisoned
ized

resaue of Ferdinand.

nolitical
and

then

prosecute

glement

societies

and

and

Ferdinand

the Cathopossintry

In 1423 a French

The liborals, wao were a call

resictance

and

the xing was once again

Thouasnds of liberals were exsouted or
religious
the

inquleitions which wers

liberale.

Thies despotic

in the country and tice

organ-

regire

aroused

groups now resorte? to

aonspiraciene!
died

in 1833,

this

strugsle

continued

in the

form
ss

of a dynastic conflict vetweon the Carliste who supsorted Ton Carles,
a pretander to the throngs,
mother,

Ghrictina,

attrasted

and the Christinae who eupported

regent for the infant queen

to his ctanderd the reactionerles,

the combative

elecents
the

Isabella.

clericals,

from tho northern mountain

Liberals

ty granting

Ton Carlos
snd most of

districts,

& parilasontary

the queen

while

constitution

Christina

won

in L8S7e

Carlist uprisings sonetantly occurred during ths following
Finelly

years keeping tho country in a state of confusion.

Don Carlos wae put to flight und Queen Isabella was granted
recognitions

in 1845,

Isebelie

II

began

a rolen which was filied with soundal,
She

alienated

conservative

the

lidersle

her long

reign

insonpetency,

in 1845 by revising

in 1640,
genersi

(1843-2868),

ond corruptions

the constitution

in a

direction and by her constant atteapt to rule as a despot

Tsohapiro, ope cites, pa» B-O, 576.

SS

3
with o sears

pretenas

of & parliemonte

support of the Cerlist
inourrestions

Yat

she

failed

to

fection and there were repeated

witil the uprising whioh took plase

gain the

revolts and

in 1868

finally

forced Isabella to flee.®
government existed
this

period

individual

arcniel

seze

o new

parllomentary

thoir chance
the oholes
of Viotor

the

to rlee;

Exmanuol

conatitution,
relighous

year poriod when

vegings

of

who nad

Gut

itelye

tn 1569,
and

lew aeveloped tne
thronoe

a Catholic
all

adopted

toleration,

reestablished

of elwost

son of G@ king

in 9 seven

no reguler

and Spain was on tho vergo of anarchy.

Litertles,

ing a king for

did

ushered

the

pluadered

provided

for a mon=-

became

cow

popee

this as

e candidate;
the younger

clergy opposed him becauge

tse

granted

Giifioulty of cecur=

clergy was Amadeo,

The

whieh

The Carlists

Honencsollern

Yet out of

but
son

he was tho

Amedeo was crowned

king and

reign from 1670 until 1873 wnen he sibjicated bscouse the opsosition

aroused by tho olergy had bacone too groat.?

In 1673 @ repablic wae proclaimed in Spain, but the Republicans
ware even

less susceseful

new minority

rapidly

split

than the Liberal Monarchists
into

tse

groups:

those who

bseause this
favored

a cen-

tralized state, and those who favored « federal ropublic as a reault
ef

influence

frou contesporary

commusicou

in Frances

Sow

followed

a

a11 of wnon held office only for a

serios of presidential

dictatora,

short period of times

In 1876 the republic was overthrow

and a mone

Srota., pe 3765 Hayes, ope Olte, pps 379-00.
“Sgonapiro, ope elites pe 3765 Hayes, ope Sites pps 879-80.

ee

revolution

ee

This

10

arehy was reestablished
2°
ine

new

ting was

Under him Spain
proclaimed

had

serious

a nez= and

in 1676,

and ministrye

which

Gurlist

new

king

other orders
ing that

(1886)

remelning

loyal

suppreseet
since

never

in 1876,

1868

by sllowing

besn

able

the tast

in 187

in Cuba wae

an

tominatod.

the

Jesuits

to do previously

snd
dur-

Leaving the throne to his posthumous

under the regency of ovsen mother Yaria

to

the church

end

rotating

and corrupt

promisss

zere

Weyler's

methods

in the United

the

conservatives

During

her reign

in tue revaining Spanish colonies sa a result of the
rule until

uprisings

finally took place

not kept
of

in Cubs

After ten yeers of rebellion the Cubans

in 1878 when they received promises of reform,

Spain

ond

in office that sho retained the thrones

and the Philippines.

snd

had

parlisaont

law and order were restored,

raging

Alohonso XIS died,

a@icoontent sproad

48d

was

elected

Tho quesn mother ruled uctil 1902 when her son caze of ares

and literals

Aespotic

son of Leabslia.

century.t2

Christinae
ty

the

a popularly

Honan Catholisisn

as they

ALpuonso ZILL

1% was

been

protested
spread

tn 1888,
BIg

established

{neurrection
had

Alphonso XLL,

happier ora with a new constitution

uring ais reign,

insurrection which
this

« fZourbon,

they

rebelled?

suppressing

thio

onse

rebellion

States that a war developed

in which Spain was

agein

subait-

out since these

in 1695.
caused

General.

auch

en uproar

between the United States

badly defeated.

Sy the Treaty

of Parie

' 1schapire, ope cltes pe 57853 Hayes, ope Gites p» S80.

1lighapiro, ope alte, pps 576-73 Hayes, one cite, pp» SE0-1.

1

(1698), Spatn unconditional ly renounced oll righte of soveralenty over

Guba and Puerto Kivo and ceded the Phtligpines and Quam to the United
States

and

received

Yar

left

Spain

with

she

gold

to Gensany

twonty million dollars.
caly

the Carolines

in 1639)

The raign of Alphonso
relutionship

between

considerations
poophe
such

were

growing

uneverving

reasons

socialists,

fisted
anong

so many

olamed

and

hart the esonomic

was pussed whieh

Vabieon,

churoh

centuries.

the

radical

church

the

serious

“psnish

they hed

There

are

given
coverel

elements,

republiceanc,

for tne evile that

the

inereaaing

number

Life of tne country.
was

just a protect

texed

govoranent

of tax-free

industrial

sanction,

formally

ope Sites

reli-

legalised

govornnent

In 1909-1010, the “Fadloo’ Law”

enterprise

reoulled

the

conducted

tns

“panigh

Protentant worehipe

by the orders,

religious

houees

embassador

ppe 4E4-9G0

leeiwpire, ope cite, ppe 577=6-

from the

Guoh rooms

l2xayos, ap» Site, pp» 382-35 Schapiro, ope cites pe S773
Gillioms,

af~

In reality this

apainat

tne eeteblishnent of any more Cataolio

and

undar

Catholic,

the

the

with which the chureh wan allfede4®

without

come

the hostility of bueineas elements who felt such

of anti-sloricalicn

prohibited

saw the eschiben of the

unenimously
toward

(xhich

hure expire ot2

once again

of attitute:

reople;

gious orders aroused

feoling

former

islands

and ae a reault conducted an anti-clericel movenent

tne working

eenditions

for

and anarchists,

Epaln

state

in hostility

change

. faw other

AIII (1902-1915)

almont

devotion

for this

out of her

enuroh and

Although

and

The Spanish Smerlean

l

.
i |
12
forced

the

church

measures were

to once

again

snow

ite strength

and

abandoned and the forser conditions once again restored .t4

Suring thie perked there was also @ revival of
1922

the posseseions

ing the northern

Spetn already

conat of #orocco,

evable extension of Ric de Gro,
inperiniiea

groups

caused

going

by 19LzZ those

oriticiems

had

in 4frica

imperisiisne

were enlarged

tho enslave of Iini,

by adde

and 2 consid-

all by arreement with France.

end

protests

This

from many Spaniards,

so far ap to hold antiemiiitaristic

In

some

demonstrations.

Tt

was partially because of thie anti-militaristis and anti-inpertalictic

feeling thst Spain was able to keep out of the Firat World war.l6

able polley from all points of view, for she sold oupplies to beth
sides,

suffered

Giplomacy,

no colispse

tionary

wag not

and hac no problens of territory

Spain vas troubled
century:

of ourreney,

poiitioal

plottinge

illiteracy,

in Spanish Morgece

threatoned

the

usity

of

5S2ill

she hac the previous

luwlessneus,

and

revolu-

the Riff tribesmen were driving

the Spsnish armies to the cotiet ond in Catalonia
ment

in cost-war

lost or gained.

by the sase probleas which
corruption,

involved

the country.

3 sopuratist move-

In order

to svoié

a violent

revolution, ¢ coup 4'etat was planned and in 1923, Primo de Rivera
took control of the government with the consent

A directorate,

of Alphonso XIII.

heeded ty » renerat, was eetablishod und governed the

A4ryia., pe 3785 Hayes; ope aite, pp» 584-5.
\Sieyes, ope cite, pe 365; Schepiro, op» olte, po 379+

ee

thie wea a profite

ee
ee

Gar Spain vas neutrals

ee

Guring the First Sorld

18

sountry by iseuing deorees

in the nane of the kings

The constitution

wae suspended, porliamant wag diogolved, and al} opposition to the
dictatorship was

relentlessly

suppreseads

Aeforms wore

put

into

affect a& the expense of hunan freedom and independence which once

again caused tes Spanish people to becowe diseatisfied and resticss.<té
Ag n result of the failures of tho dictatorship,
peoples felt tue king was really to blame,
come

anti-monarchiat.

aprend

A secret

agliation,
sadrid

a tone revolution

the Spanish people alas be-

revoletionery

rapidly throughout Spaine

aovesent

Finslly in 1921,

caourrsd

for whlen the

started

to

fanned by comsunist

in the sunloipal elections of

forcing the king and governasnt to Ileae

The provisional

goverausnt dysy up a now constitution which was approved dy a popularly elested lagislative bedye

Spain was declared a “demgoratic repub-

Lio of workers of all classes,"
by

that

of the

oresident,
tion

of tne

Learve

cabinet,

of ations.

and

Sranieh

and hor forsig¢n policy vac dcterained
[ts

govesnwent

@ slncle chamber

depublle

was

consisted

parlienente

the sont

aivenied

of a

This constitu-

of all desoorstio

constitutions.2?

:

fae dractic

reform

lews

pillera of tne old regimes:
the aristooracye

under thie new

tne monarohy,

Alphoneo was declared

LSeec0iem in Aotion (iesnington:
Office,

1547),

pe

163

scnapiro,

1947),

pe

16;

Scnapiro,

the church,

were arainat

the ormy,

guilty of high treason

pe Eves

0. &- Governzont Printing

Ops Cites

ppe

SE2—40

tha

and
and

U. Se Government Printing

ape aites

Liyescisn in Action (daehlogton:
Offico,

republic

bo a

ieslsie—.

:

14

doprived of ali nis tities and possessions
duced

in size end put under etrict civil control.

racy was tit hard
the

in Spaine

land

syeten

by the agrarian
in Spaine

iho

Tho arny was ro=

Tha Landed aristoc-

reforma wnloh radically traneforued

lands waro distributed

to tie

psasants

confiscation.

The anti-

provisions of the constitution were carried ot

lawa egainst the Catholic Churshe
the onurch,

bela¢

instigated

As a result riots broke out sgsinst

ohiefiy

Yeny sonasteries and churches wore
munlored.s

‘ine church

now

reacted

in drastic

by anarchLets

and

syndicalists.

burned while priests and monks wera
with very

the new republic fearing that this weve

strong

opposition

ereinet

of anti-cloricalisn might

lead to the abolition of Christianity in Spain.1&
Gonditions besame even woree when a5 @ reault of the 1925 elcctions

for parliament,

the vistory wae for the Right ond feelings

between the light and the Left bacowe
inpossibles

Gisregarded

The

Right,

now

the anti-clerical

so intense that comprosise was

controlling

and

the governcent,

land laws which kad

Soon the eituation became so violent thut orderly
possible.

The revolutionary

elements:

suspended

anarchicte,

or

teen in force.

goverarent was
eyndicaliets,

icend

Gonnmunists, wero so urouesd by this ohange of polloy that they started
violent

strixen,

demonstrations,

uprisings,

L8rascisn in Aotion (itashington:
Office,

COUT SS CERT
POLLARD

1947),

the

surning

of churches,

U. S. Governzent Printing

ps 18; Schapiro, Ope cites

ppe B64-5-

ial

te virtual

alte

it amounted

for their estates

amma

elerioul

cases

compensation

a

in other

received

a

and

‘Sone Lancowners

a

operatively»

> einage 9 in

either in asall individual ferme or in large units to be worked co-

45
and

asesseinations

in

aaily cesurrencess~

sush a growing

number

thet these

becaze

almost

In 1936 purllement was dissolvad with the object

of necertzining more claarly.the will of the Spanish people.
thle

glootion,

tvo coslitions

of Left elesents,

appeared:

Ssdieal Republinans,

the Hight coapgosed of Monarchiste,
Hepublloanae

fn tho oleation

the

the

Populer

Front

Ouring

coxrposcd

Soolelists and Connunists;

Clericals,

and

Fassiats and Coacervative

popular vote was almost, equal,

but

the Fopuler Froat or Loft won the sajority of seats in parlisnent.28
the

Fassist

groups,

refusing

to sedept

this

rule

by

the

Left,

be-

gan 9 campaige of terrorisme

Thia was met in turn Sy violence

from

the

not able

of

Lefte

The

wes

on July 17,

Finsliy

eliher sidse
yvaveltod

government

to

suppress

the

actions

the army in Spanish “oroese

1256,

under the cownand of General Francisca Franco end sasn the

entire country waa

involved

galled “itnbolts” fought

"Loynlists."

in civii ware

Tho follosers of Frenco,

tha supportera of the goverament,

Givil war raged ini Spain with great fury.

salled

It aas e ccon=

flict which sas inspired net so muoh by politioal differences us by

eer: -

clase and religious hatreds»
publicuna,

Uocialists,

reesivad.the

support

The Loyalists, composed of Radical Re-

and Cosmunists,
of Comnunist

shifted more to the Left,
Franco's

Husaise

ceme Fascist openly and ressived the prompt
50 9 strugrle

nanye

Italiens,

Germans,

Spaniards
and

analler

ela
PPT

Wrasoias

Office,

in Action

(iasnington:

groups

U. 3.

1947), pe 193 Senaplro, Ope Gite,

be-

support of Itely end Geruntil

grovn

had

soon

from

it involved

other nations.

de

Russians,

baiueen

Rebsis

and

Government

pe BGb-

Printing

bd

26

italien Sacclion was seoxing cere glory to quiet the howe population
and Geren

Yascian neaded a tastiag ground

for its weapons which 1t

was coon to use in tie Second World Har?
At first it appsared as if Franco's trained soldiers would win
the war within
supporters
ond

six months,

but ths

prompt

slowed down tials pacee

soldiers

from

Zussla

as weld

Tha

organization

Loyalleto

as obtaining the

great woral

support.

and

The Spanien Givil War asd bocone

itelye
and

flict
but

Franco

received

for the

clash

Un Septenber 30, 1940,
Finally

wetor of Spaine
Franco's

of inter-

importance

but of

from Gerzany

revolutionary

and
snd

forces,

international

@ rebel parliament mode Franco dic-

efter thirty-two months of bloody conflict,

had control

forces

support

net oniy a military con-

ideologies

of

Loyalist

received aris

much ascistance

rosctionary

Sotween

struggle

social

a battleground

rivelrye

soon

brigades which were of Little practical

national

of tha

of Spain

of rost

and

Franco,

on April

1,

procleined sn edict. ending ths wor eh

1935S,

It was only froz such an snvironment and background of war, dice
content,

poverty,

sush as Hispanided
froups

injustice,

26 the Catholic

tear FTG SNe

Ghureh,

ideologies

the

tnat a philosophy

Under Hispanidsa’

Fascists,

the army,

suoh

the aristocracy,

be united toward a common goal and could

tT

2Urcscien in Action

Offise,

opoosing

could gain s foothold.

and the common people could
Porat apeaeee are Oe

and

(Washington:

U. S.

Government

Frinting

&. Governmrent
ppe 66-70

Printing

1U4T}, pe 193 Sonapiro, Ope Cite, pe GGe

2lrepcisa bn sotion (Weshington:
U.
Office, 1947), pe 193 conaplro, Ops Gite,
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forgst

atout their cifferences

and the terrivle

conditions

they saw

oxisting everyunero around thes in Spain.

fn Hispanidad they say a

aure,

found

gloried

Spain

needed

a causes,

dreamed

« Suture,

something to which

besune thet thinge

end

tt could

cling and

in their paste
unite;

Hispenided

.

|
CHAPTER
TEE

Neving
history

plotured

from wich

CHRLUUOPEY

the

was

will continue tho sonsiderstion
tha

origin

of the political

the philosophy

OF HisPAnipad

buckrround

Hizpanidad

&1

ond

to reosive

groups active
ite support,

of thio philosophy by:

party ealicd

of the Falange,

cain

the Falonge,

(2%) tracing

in Spanish
this chapter

(1) tracing
(2) develooing

the origin of Bispanidad,

(4) showing the relationship between Hispanidad and the Catholic
Church,
Axis

and (5) oxemining tae relationship between

Netionge.

From the very bsginning
lanz

waco a Pascict

iverae
first

Hispanidad and the

groupe

tho Falanre Zapanol

or the Spanish Phe-

its founder was dose Antonio Primo de

je ond akc friends igeved a segasine, called £1 Fasolo (the
end

only nuuber

they publicized

of which appeared

their idesge

Yadrid on October 29, 1985.
Fascists,

1943),

in which

The Phalenx wea founded officiolly in

Although Fasolet, ite polioy wae a Spon=

ish form of Fasciem as was pointed
#@ are

on siarch 15,

because

out by Jose Antonio:
ve find

our origin

ic Yussolinian

principles; we are fiazis, because in fistional Socislist doctrines
vibrate our faith and dootrinee
Sut we ere, above ail, Epaniardse
The National Syndiealist Stele, corporativeand totaliterien, ic
of Spanish tygee
It is not « block from the Itailen or Gersen
quayrye

1% de s Spanish

creation.

On Marah 6, 1984, the Phalonx officiolly merged with the J.0.1.-S.

1g. R. Southworth, “The Spanish Pholenx and Latin Arerioa,”

Voreign Affaire, KVILL (Oetoder, 1039), 2486
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(Juntos de Ofensiva

Hacional-Gingicelisia)

panole y da las JeDelienie
sult of several

beenne

the Palance Ege

‘The 3.0ei1.05. hud been formed ae tho re-

previous wergerse

groups cun be traced

and

Ferhaps tho origin of a1] these

back to the appearance

in tindrid of a iiitie

mogauine culled La Conquista del Batado (The Conquest of the Stote).
It wos

publlancd

oy Ramiro

Ledesma

Ramos ond

Zrneste

Ginsnez

Cabdsliero,

who later collaborated with doze Antonio in tho short-lived El Fascio,
ami appeared onc month

before the founding of the Spanish Republic

This magazine usde en appeal
creation of a oyndicalict
for

a revolution,

the

for tho establistaent of an enpire,

structure

for Spanish economy,

use of terrorion,

defense

preperations

of the ersy’s

position

ani power, and opposition to all forms of regional autonomy.”
&bout the some tine 2 young

inotrustor at tne University of vanne

heim named Unesime Redondo was building up another pro=Fascist gr.upe
His weekty paper,

Libertad,

appeared

in 1931.

[t wes in thie publi-

gation thet he published ohepters from Hitler's vein Kampf pioturing
Hitler ac a new Charlemagne and the Geran Cross as the forerumar of
the Latin Crovs of Christe
gion Hidspaiaton
leporial

tho Junta Castcllane de Actua-

in 1931 around a sixteen point program calling Jor an

Spain,

orgenisation

He founded

o purely

Spanish

government,

protected and vegulated

and e syndical sorporative

by the states

it wae

in liovemter,

1931 that this group and the group around the La Gonguista del Estado

united to fora the J.0.Ne=Ge°

23ute.
*rpid «5

Ppe

148-3

-
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Zhe program developed
with

tae subordination

by the Jeiecli-f.

of individuals and

onlled for a united Epain

seoiak

groupe to the neods of

the otate, cantrallantion of powor in 'edrid, overthrow of the parline
-mentary

rogime,

Gibraltar

and

imperial

Tengler,

oxpansion

and

State which would entrust

of Epsin

the creation

with

imnediete

claims

for

of a National Syndicaliat

ite highest politieal

positions

te men under

forty »*
Of the
fore

two merging

groups

ine Civil War, the

thot

ds0.U.0.

fermud

was the

the

Yelange

stronger

or Phalanx

ond more

te-

aggressives

Still at the tine of the outbreak of the military revolt over two years
istor, these

groups were

inaigaificant political

bloos,

numbering less

then 6G0,G00 menbsre.5
The

Fhalanz

omn movement

their

blend

denooracy,

tha

ideology

of the Carlists and their

the Carlist Vers as the

that of Freiso being the third,

reactionaries as Cortes,

Spanish

tne one

to

by adopting

al covemontG,”
extreze

triod

Passian.

Mella,

in reklitys

first

of the "netion-

and by claiming such

and Pelayo as forerunners of

except

for their common

thean tuo eyatans of thought were vary different.

thing they bota

hatred

cf

Still

understood was that before Spain could acquire

en empire again, sae aad Lo regain the “will to empire” which she had
possessed

in the

and Zalanglots,

eixteenth

too

“itpide, po 1486
” Stbide

century.

the lead

These

tio

groups,

in instilling this epirit

the Carlists

in the Sneanlon

22

poople ones again.&
in the Soptember,
Spanish
The

Phalanx

firet

1954 meeting of the National Sounoll of the

in iudrid,

tranty-olx

a twenty-seven point program was adoptode

points

of this program

were

later

teken

over by

Franco as his political policy and through edict number 255,

isoued

on April

‘This

19, 1927,

acoussnt,

which

day Spain,

became

ts of

low throughout Nationalist épaine

groat

ieportance

to an understanding

points out that the falangiet objective

ie Fascist in do-

nostic affelre and imperielistde in foreign policy.’
tines

he adopted

aivocated
“Falenge

these points

then and

Seponole

fete (#clange
of Spaine®

by the decroe

Trediolonaliste

sorts of revolutionary

successful

of August 4,
y Junts

1957

Ofensiva

party became the main

forcase

Hence Facciem

Franco at the

political

party which

established

the

Secional Syndical-

or Paalenx) as ths only Legal and single

Thiz political

a paniden seciine

also took over the

of present

political

perty

repository of all

in Spain wae not merely

of an wnsuccssaful wer (the onne of Germany) or an un-

peace

treety

(the

case of

Italy),

but

it wae an outburst

againet nearly three centuries of humiliations?

Sr,

RKIL

Je Hamilton,

(April,

1944),

"Spanish

462d

Dreama

of Empire,"

Forsinn

Affairs,

:

Typta.s Soutaworth, ops cites pe 149.
9, uw. Diffie, “The ideology of Hispanidad,” Hispanic American :
feliy, “Spain's
Historical Review, XXILI (Gotober, 1943), 47504; ive « wit
orkd, CLIV \Uarch, 2 1942),B)e
Role in South aAmarios * getnolis World,
Cerfibeoan, Hea
Ep)
Houtaworth and @. R.
(Hovember, 1940), S00.

G57;
i) He
i
2

MYamilton, ope Gite, pe 460) 8. Ojiver, “Franco Invades Latin

Amorioa,” Amerioun Yeroury, LIV (April, 1942),

5446

Re

iat
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The

advocates

of Mepanidad

the Spanish Hepublio,

1946-1939,

ware

the victors

In the

revolt against

snd became tha official philosophers

of the Falenge Espanola and Hispanidad.

Yalenre Sspanocla was the

inotrument of action and Hispanidad was the export product dezimed
for iilspenio America and the world.

The philogophy of the Falanre

the key to Hiesanidad and in order to understand
panidad,

one must

to provail

firet comprehoa

is

the meaning of Eis-

the culture whioh theso men wanted

in ths worid.29

Although this philosophy
much of its modern
totalitarianlene
Russolini,

formulation was borrowed
Ite chief

such as:

Serrano Guner,

ie deeply rooted

Jose

expononts were

Antonio,

Kenire do Maeetu,

Onesime

in Spanish tradition,

from German and
men who admired
fiedondo,

Xarla do Meostu,

Priso

Itsiien
Hitler and

de Rivera,

Salnz Rodrigues,

Ernesto Oimines Caballero, Joce Narie Peman and Joce Pemartinel?
fhe anbition of theso philoacphers of the Falange uss in no sengo
& Limited ono,

neither was there loes boldness

concept with which they intended
the deaination
they

sought

Stated

of the world

to accouplish

briefly,

the

in thely writings!
apiritual

to accomplish

through

both arms

wlth a conplete

following was their

in the intelieotual
ite
and

‘Their coal was
intellest.

reintorpretation

histories!

thosis

of historye
as develosod

The “iddle Ages were the groatest period of san's

and intellectual development Gecause at that tine

Ups csio, ops cites ppe 458-9.

ppd.

This

there was

viii

83

in all Christendome

reign of Chsaries V ais

of Geraany with the spiritual

forse ef Spain

fais unity In Carlatendon woe disrupted
Protestant
however,
pagen
wes

Heformation,

remained

influences

to ner faith and

to gain any

hold

physical

force

in the Holy Homan Diapires

paran

influences.

ullowed

upen nere

reject all maderniem

ia modernism had already becn adopted

the

by the denalaaanze and the

both of which were

Loyal

in & position to

sozbined

neither

Because

beoause

Spain,

of these

of this,

Snain

whatever wes good

Se en integal

part of her bs=

In order
Falsngo

feel

to defand
that

|

fore the Renaigsanse.4%
auch

a philosophy,

Lt was necessary

of the medern world.

One

these

te denouos

suoh donwnciation

philecephers

and

point

is found

of the

out ths

evils

in Seria de

Yagutu's Historia de la Guiture Suropea, which way be gonsidered as
en authentic
tuted

voles

of Falsngist

te Live.in
ue Little

thourhts

oan Snaane worlds
fo tnig imsankity
the fect thst fron the tine of the

has contriNenaisasnes,

and even more since the Garteslan philosophy of tho esveutsenth
oentary, the trlusph of ralativeles has siouly underzined the
foundations

of Truthe

Yelative

truth,

methedicol

doubt and

pallesophice! skapticism have gined ground.
‘The materfalistia
interpretation of history nes won, and economic values hove Dsen
elevated shove spiritual valuoe. . «(8ut} thera ic en absolute
Gruth shove

relatives

truthe

There

is s creative,

Living

faith

above the doubt that destroys oud amnihiletes.
‘There is 9 trad
wmosledre thet onables us to apprehend objective reality shove
fanciful opinions which embrace mon in porennial sophism.
ioe
dan is not the measure of all things.
The nasertion of Prota~
goras, vanquished in the Sreece of Socrates, reappeared in the
days

of tua

l2tpia.,

Dp.

Renalesance,

469-60.

af

the

Protestant

Sevolution,

end of

a i

the

a

during

i

Yation

‘This was best reprasented in the Spanish

Tn

“unity”

ai E

=

.

Pe,

ope
=
os 4
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tha French Ravaiution.

- » Cesause

it wee believed

the measure of 211 things he was able
his essential reote and place himself

that man was

to cut Himself away fren
in the center of the worlds

During tho Protestant Reformation na could subject ravealad
truth to the free exazination of tho individual conscience, and
oould, with tho proponents of the French Sevolution, deify reason
oe « ebut man is net tho measure of ali things, because he is
nothing but one thing asiong many and in his turn say be madcure?
by & hicher, transcendental mesgure which embraces everything.
e « ef do not know after @hl whether my thesis is sufficiently
cieare
it is nothing lese than this:
wa live in an inesna

worlds +» « this war te not Like former wars. . « the fight is
aot for territorial liniis or nations] incependensee . .today
thoy

Tight to

ispose

ono of another

ideglogy.

wars, social revolutiongs!

The Felengist. philosophers
tnet men ere not ojusl
Yor selferule.

They

furthor developed

by neturse
identity

esause

. -Thase

are civil

thle by teaching

of thin they ero not fit

slavery with

the Spanish Republic

and

ts "sbeurd dootrine of equalitye” while liberty is identified with
tte Yalango and ite teschingsfelt a contempt

In genersi,

for the common people.

the Falange and Fispanidad

This is show

in their attitude

toward

populer education whieh they felt was just another evil of the

modern

epee

Few other

improscions

Literature of the Falango axe
that
these

the majority of hwion
statesents

token

gathered

so strongly

beings

ere

the

from the writings

from tho

reading

of tho

impresses: as their beilel
soum of

the earth.

Consider

of “aria de Hasstus

When we speak of tne orisis of suituve we seo how,

in effest,

the excess of litersry production is in a way rosponsible for
4nd
Culture, wien diffused, loses ite solidarity.
that crisise
enoylopesdio culture hes predused an encyolopio ignorance.
The

more peopte
ani heve

read the less they mows

‘they learn mors

science

less wisdom.

id, &. DLffie, ope site, (iuoted from Herds do suertu, Historia
dg le Culture Europes, ppe 9-12),. ype 460-1.

|
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has

wished

to popularize

culture,

possible.

Culture cannot be popular.

ecsontiel

velue when

placed

within

. Culture

tho

upread

it,

This is ime

loses its

reach of tvs weake

« «

tte

Ago

den ree

The iodern

tn order to put it within ths roach of the people.

« +

:

‘

it was believed thut tho eradication of illiteracy would
signify the end of ignorance.
Sever has there been such a
largs number of psople possessing. such S large measure of “now
lségee
Hovortneless, this hae not produced a greater aanity
in the worlds . «The excess of acionce has produced an irsrorant

ee

thinking beings

ee

The atterpt to devitalize and oviervats culture.{s a deliterate
atteck. by inferior beings on the forsea thet have aade can a

humanity whieh aspires to a spiritual leveling. « -Selence has
not slovated the goneral level of culiura; it has not produced
a better sane

‘

The only remedy for the destructive

equalitarlanis: is an hlerarenios?
the yeople

» the

» « the nobility

clergy

“God has sreated

for the cinistration

of the

to assure virtue and adzinlster justice!4
La

Faith.

to work.

forces of dezocracy and

society.

In order
Felenglet

te build

philosophy,

eradicated.

the

a New
itberal,

the

desocratic

lines

principles

of such
must

te

One method of dcing this wae to dizoredit the mon who

represented

such ideals in Spenisn historye

Liberale se Aranda, Canpomanes,
attack.

Spain along

and Jovelienos were

All that the Constitution

and Ferdinané

VII who restored

Such eighteenth century
subject to severe

of 1812 represented was abvhorred

the old

regime

in 1014 became a heros

General Riece, who led the liberal revolt in 1620 was anathematized,
as wag every
eeived

liberal of the nineteenth century.

the most

abuse

beonuse

hie scononic

Joaquin Costs

studies

contrasted

rezost

eharply between the liberal ond traditionel forces in Spain.4®

Morsrie, ope cits, (Quoted fron Yeria de Yaestu, Historia ge
is

Gultura

Europea,

pps

2z-5,

57-8,

LSpirrie, op. Gite, pp: 4h-d-

57),

ppe

464-5.
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Of course,

the Falanre

order to schiove

;

soucht to Catholicize all of Spain and

this must necessarily

hove anti-Sonitisn

¥reonasonry as Luportant parte of its ideology.

and

in

antie

To be Spanish 1s to

ba anti-Seuitic snd anti-Freczacon as is shown fron the following .
Gtatements

by Felangist philosophers:
The totad Cathoiicization

cut a decided

und

opportune

of Spain cannot bo achieved with-

fignt ageins’t the anti-Catholic

secie:
Freemasonry snd Judaism. . .!racmasonry and Judaien
are the two grest ani powerful enemies of the Facoisms, of tho
regencretion

of Europe,

and even more

specifically

of tha

re-

generation of Spain in the songe of the total Catholicization
we envVigione
Hitler is entirely right in his anti-Senitism to
the death.
iussolini has perhaps done more for the greatness
of Italy with his giscolution of Yagonry than with any other
moasurs whatevere

they

philosophers

ineistod

interpretation

of the

those
Yalonze

that

he owos

‘mew vhero

upon a reversal of moder

to the

fight srains?

they were

going whea

history making historical

their most powerful wespen.

req

(1) They wanted

tho file-

penis peoples to.acoept their thesis thet the prasent world

is svile

(2) They vented them to sccept their explanation of why Lt was evils
(3) They wanted to prescribe the resediess
thesis

into the ears of their listeners

to uecept

ite

the endioss

They wanted to drus their

until the subsonseious began

repetition of the sane thene was also part

Gri este, ope oite, (Quoted from J. Fenartin, bo Nuevo, pe 322),
fe

ppe

4056

lpissie, ‘ope site,
269-11), pa duce

(Quoted

from Kenire

de Yaeztu,

Uispanidad,

te

The

are, therefore,
Jewe. « «

i

Spaaiarda
HOOTS and

a
a

A dow wighnues to ba a Jaw even when he objures his faithe
kt was for this resson precisely thet we were abligod to ostetLiah the Inquisition.
The fundememteal characteristics of the

a7
of thelr mothode

Fooling

thot the

world

profited

nothing

fron the

Enlightenment, they wrote suoh statenenta ac ths following:
What is happening today has its reason for boing, Lts
eausse in the sourae of history.
it is the fatal and inevite
able

result

of man,

of o dostrins,

of a philosophy,

of an interpretation

of a definition

of reality and life that cause to

the world on the dcoline of the Hiddle Ages, in the hours of
tho Renalosance, and which found its courss and ite development,
in the Protestant Reformation, in the Cromvellian Rovolutica

in 1661

(2i¢),

in 1776,
in 1769,
taeories

and

in the political

revolution
of the Ualted States

in the philosophloalerationalist revolution in France
in the Industrial Revolution. « ein the Pooitivist
of ,puguate Comte, in Spencer's farwinion t grotution,

in Marx's econozlo

interpretation

of Mietory ot

Sut Lf tae eighteonth century inspired aorrer in tho advoontes
of tha Falenge

aml Uisganided,

of o nishtrare

to

Cuarlea

Surving

theme

Karl

This was

Mara,

and

dars nesds uo eaplensticn.
pues

because

the nineteenth century was even sore
the contury

Herbert

man

his evolutionary

removed ell “eternal”
to manege

Spencers

Why

Conte,

they condesned

Conte wae hated becauss of his Fonitivians
thaortos ‘paled out the relizious

interpretation of <he creation of aon;
tion

of Auguate

values

his own affairs

Spencer,

because

from the social

<ithout

sosial evolu-

strusturo,

supersatural

aid.

ence

leaving
it was

tne first task of the Falenge te destroy these “false” philosophers
and clear avey uodernies,
Newtonian mathematics,

thereby woking. roon
was done

democracy,

the Protectant

Ope
o
dite,

19s,

8, Bristol,

#0 achieve

(Quoted

2a Gultura Suropea, “pe 14),

RAL (January,

rationaliex, Cartesian-

Seforastivn

and

for tho return of apirituality.

sould ‘Spain expaat

1Brserte,

libsralien,

from

her

forsar

the

ot

Henelssance,

until thie

greatness.19

Msrie de Naegtu, Historia do

ppe 466-76

“Hispanidad

in South america,"

1963), 3143 Diffie, oe cite, pe 4h70

Foreign Affairs,

S—_—--.

What is written above was the negative and destructive
Falengiet
Spain,

philosophy,

according

but they

to Ramiro

also

had a positive

de Maeztu,

has

only

progrem

to accept

side of
ready«

as her

ob-

ject the “return to our Faith" - the Roman Catholic Church.-° ‘catholiciem therefore becomes the official
Even General Franco claimed

positive

policy of the Fralengee

that his movement was inspired

by the

teachings of the Catholic Church."+
The

Falange.

hailed

the

Inquisition

as the

true

Catholic tradition

stating that the Inquisition was “immensely popular during the centuries of ite greatness,

loved

and

respected

by the

ignorant

and learned

alike, whose unanimous religion it defended against foreign dangers."
The Inquisition was reevaluated

in the light of Catholic

tradition:

Philip II was hailed as the greet defender of the faith end his intolerance

received

the highest

approval .25

The

failure

to eradicate

Protestantiem was attributed to the fact that "God wished: that: experiment to be made, perhaps so that it might be seen with all clarity

that Protestantiem leads to paganiem."=*

20

rei,

op.

oit-,

pp+ 297-300), pe 460-—

(Quoted

from Ramiro

de Meesztu,

Hispenidad,

:

Zlyserie, op. oit-, p> 468:

22oieeie, op» oit-, (Quoted from A. Junco, Sangre de Hispania,
pe

24),

:

pe 469

*yenilton, op. oft-, ps 461.
245s erie,
ppe

195-6),

op: cite,

Pe iB

(Quoted

from Ramiro

de Maestu,

Hispanidad,

el

' 38
ia like manner tho Faolengo @lained that Spain won her vest terri-

torial ‘expire because of her Unique devotion to the Roman Catholic

faith ond then leat this territory because of the sone devationy One
again: Philip 1
onpire to an
Reformation

io euppoied

to have gallantly devetedhis

wrenitting etruggle against heresy and frivolity of the.
ead Renaissance.

‘The bones: of Spaniards

rest. on every battlefield: in sarepe
empire,

not

life.and hia

from struggles;

are supposed to

not for their oun

for the rule of epein, aver Europe; ‘but i

tio sole: Eepire,

the arm of Rome,

the Empire,.

for the salvation af: a1} Zurop9 iby.

the Catiolio' religious’ faithe@>|
Because it is Gathohic,
are

Bpain! is opposed ‘to ali nations ‘which.

uot Catholic, partieaissiyi to the Anglo-Saxon notions; ‘which

Protestant.

By the sano token,

are.

Spain: feels linked’ to'all nations

which. are Catholic, particularly: the ;aetions. in‘South and Central

Ameriod. Thue Catholicien: ip the first: positive ‘roquireasat for Spain
ae-edvocated by the philosophers of the Falenge and Hisjentdea 26° ,
This is Catholicion os it was in the, sixteonth ond

seventeenth sentur=

ies end whioh’ Spain hopod to carry ina grest, missionary progren to:
- @l1 the peaplen: of. the

he

second postive requiredent pf the philosophers of the Falange

was Paseleme
ao

seusiimants

wordt?

Here, the philosophers

agreed with Hitler on five main:

=

2 tyentiton, ops sit:
site, pps 460-1.

2oierre, ops ottes po 469»
27pristol, op. cits, ps Sid.

°

30

points:
istic,

(1) antiedesocratio, (2) anti-ospitelistic, (5) anti-Commm(4)

anti-Semitic, ana

(3)

antieZaaonlce

The difference

between

those two forme of Yascien is that Spain, like Italy, wos idontified

with Christian Foseies willo Germany hed pagan Faeclom.@®
phers of the “Hew Spain” worked out
saw on the essence of Spaine

the philoso-

complete philosophy which they

These Falangist held that Fasciem was

nothing now to “pain and that Italy and Gersany had Little to teach
hero

Pomartin

sume =

Reve,
hegelien

then,

this philesophy of the Falangista 2s followe:
is the solution of the Spanish problem;

juridical

absolution,

not

only san and

should

Yassiem,
be realized

in Spain, but Spain is the only European naticn where it belongs
in an sbeolute sensoe
For sur Faseisn, our Hemolian juridical
absaiution, musi necessarily be baseds « eon a truditional-Catho-=iio

historical

ceality,

that

is to

say,

founded

on a transsondan-

tal truthe
Wo hove said before that in Spsin we have
te be more papist than the Pops; and in tho same way
more focoist than Fascien tiself, becaurce our Feeolem
perfect, sbsolutee
"Foscis=s Ls a religious acnsept,”
has written,
Religion.

Spanish

Faseian will

be,

then,

the

the right
wa can be
muat be
xussolisi

religion of

Spain was Foecist four oonturics before they (Italy and
Germany} weree
In tho sixteonth century when it waco united,
greet, frees and really Spain, the State and “ction identified
with the Eterna) Catholic Idea, Spain was the lodel Nation, the
Alma aater of Caristian end Yestarn Civilizations « «

“Gonsequently, if Spsin is to be Wationg, and Vaseist, the
Spanish

Stete aust necessarily ba Catholics

;

Ghis Blending of Fossien and Catnolisiec ts furthor expleined in
the writings of Gimines Cabsliere ac follows:
ey

;

not Yascism, but Caxtho-Limcintye

“Fascien for Spain is

To report, Gatnoliolen. °°

*boieeto, ap. cite, pps 460-TUs
2a erie,. ops site,
65),

pe

ae

r

:

(quoted

Wrsefte, ope Site, pe The

from Je

Peuartin, Lo finevo,

ppe

59,

31
These philosophers wanted to project the Spain of the past into
the future

goale

besaause they belloved

Spain had 9 very definite

future end

Spain's atadion was to restore Luropoan civiliastion, thst is,

to once

arain

bring Europe

back

to Catholicdam.

ind

this nission

of

Pasvist-Catholle-Spain did not end with Europe but it called for the
Catholio regeneration of tne world and the srestion
of the Inperial
Eaponole or the Smpire of iiepanidade
perial

became

the offlolal

foreign

To be-Catholic and to te ine.

policy

of Spaine

This

philosophy

wee inherited from end formed by the politicel parties thet brought
tne Hew Evela
of existance
policy was

inte existance.
proolaized

passed

euch

on when

tne

the

JeVsile-Se already

inperiul
Falenge

expansion
becoss

in ite early days

for Spain and

the

—

this

oniy political

purty

of Spaine5t
46 imposible

as it may

seca to outsiders,

was olga & very important part of Hispanidud.
Hispanidad tain was just historic
the

Falenge

during

ite

formative

logioe
period

a Gersan-Spsnish union
To the proponents of

Gerueny was the model of
and every victory

of Germany

becems the cause for rejoicing azong the Spanieh Falanrists.
The

redemption

of tha

great oppressed peoples

of the world

is coming.
The liberstion of Spain will aleo cose through national revolution.
A united Germany will be tna castion of a revived
Uiepenidad.
Just as Gorsany hus recovered. . lational-syndicalist Spain will restore the united empire of all nations of Span-

ish speech. « «Spain will renew her historical urge to convert

barbarous peoples, and the derman-Spenish alliance will place us

at the head of the world.“°

Sirpide

*2ipid.3 Southworth, ope Site, pe 14d.
SSparcis, ops cite, (Quoted from Onesino Redondo}, pe 471+

.

SS

&2
Umier Charles V and

national

idenl,

thouphis

as follows:

:

failip

if,

a supernatione

Spsin

qas

Spain beeume

tne

head

of an

Giminea Caballero expressed

inter=-

these
‘

the

nethonal

instrument

of « universal

ideal,

Fepracented in temporal matters by a "Gagsar" and in tho spirite
unl by a “God.” A return to the "Ceesar-Gea" union will restore

Spain to its imperial

octatuse

Today it is known thet the reigns of Charles V and Philip
{i were epochs of magnificent thought, of science, of virtue |

und art, of tolerance and harsony, of Huasnien and Theocracy.”4
Since Fascism wae believed
olvilisetion

of the

Spanish union

ingortent
tani

regeneration
beginning.

notion having Christian Pascien,

Fassist

imperlel

vacons

this

to be only the

of contributing

any othar
the

was

future,

to be the new vigorous upsurge of the

more

patione®5

mission,

@ military

to

the

future

in onier

the mission

of Europa
Spain

felt,

by the

as the most

that sho had the

of western
ta osrsy

out

of Hiapanided,

Gercane

rlorioua

civilisation
Lis world

Spain

first

state which was "the true being of Spain,

than

aission,
had

to

which has

been © wilitary nation throughout ite history .55
fhis military

God," would

state,

this

"sentinel

then curry out its miesion,

The colleboration with Christ and

on the wall

of the

city

of

whick was:
hie Church

Thero could be no higher destiny.
the worlde
Spanisn nationality formed, nore
the
consider

in tho Salvation of
For if we do not
than any other,

precisely to sccomplich this centenary Cetholic miseion of de-

Aniecie,

Espana,

ppe sot

ops cite, (Quoted from Ginines Cabsliere, Genio de
280),

pe 4726

SSnirrie, ype cite, pe 472s
SSryia., (Quoted from Jv Powartin, Lo fivevo, pe 19), ps 4726

fenas

and

oxtension

of the Clty of Ged

in the world,

sept of “Spain” vaniones for us.”
Zhe
or the

success

ailiteary

for pein

only

of this miesion
forees

depends

of Germanys

very

lergely

upon

could

becomes

Hiepanided

§f Germany wae victorious

the sontne

suecess

o victory

in her ewlesvorse

Henos,

every Victory of Gormany was in ihe eyes of the philosophers of tho
Falange,

& viotory

eaG victorious,

for Faegist-Catnolic

the polioy

to be nearly se diftioutt
cont times

of world

This would be accomplished

sought to dozinate,
epiritual

by Spain did not nppeer —

by the Gerean=Gpanish Eapira
be repented tut yould magnify

thia new empire sould aventmlly

iv Geracny
stronger

expansion

As long as Gercony

to accorplishk os it would appear at tte pro

through which history would not only
itself.

Epsins

forsee

sho would

be ruled ty Spain

for even

fail tesause Enain had

Just ac “Greece by

Roms sonquered,

Yome,” Sispanidad would prevail over Deraany «26

the
conquered

Spain would “be the

strongest and principal Pillar of Christian, Mediterranean Latinity,
wenquisher of the satanic

revolution and of Solsheviem,

porte! Head of the amphictiony of the Hispenic
fioncs, an integrel
of course

waa iso

sources of imperial

a ee

and

Isabellae

the

and the In-

States of the Atilantio."59

port of the philosophy of the Falancists,
solicy

of France,

inspiration

Ferdinand

who

waa

imporiasliem.

the Zalangicts went bec

sought

expansion

which

Yor their

to Ferdinand

on the continent and

rbd.
BBiawilton, ope Oltes p» 6625 Viffle, ope cites pe 475s

*pirriea, ope site, (Quoted from J. Pomartin, Lo Susvo, p> $28),
De

47560
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Tsavella who

eant out Coluabuss

- HYerla Penman,

Some Fasoist writers,

such cé Jose

believed that Spain made a mistake when abe concerned her-

self with Suropean aggrandicesent, regretting that she did not concentrate wholly ugon her Yow

orld

poesessionae

In order to skew how

it folt and what it stood for, the Folange borrowed the joint embles
of these Gatholic

Sovereigne,

the yoko and arrows,

as ite syutel 40

the Franco cohool of isporialicw considered Charles ¥ end bic

son Philip i,

he was Gorxon Kuporor a6 vell ag Eing of Spain and Pallip to-

becouss
sauss

Charles

the principal architects of Spain’s crestnesse

him Spanish

under

tracing Portugei,

territerios

reached
the

the Low Countrios,

their

grostest

Kingdom of Beples,

vaot territories of the Spsnick and Portugese Empires

extent,
and

a=

the

in Africa, Asis,

and Yorth, South, and Central azerica.*!
Gals. concept of imporialion and empire is found in nenerous
spescnes,

and books weltten

artivlies,

in Spain during theso yoarce

Even tho batélo ory during the revolt against the Republic was "Zor

Cutholioise and the Empire.”

Genoral ¥ronoo himself is one of the
Speeking before e

best witnesses to Spain's inperial szbitions.
group of aviators,

he promised

"the muscles of ste)
@ great natione”

Spsin’s

speaking

force

would

constitute

from the groat Atiantic

ke said, "£1 Ferrol cannot turn ite back oa

in its arsenal wo ehall build

SQinsilton, ope cite, pe 60.

Sl ipsa.

air

that will build the expire to make Spain again

A fow wosks later,

port ond fortification,
tho ocean;

that

the war wachines that will

al

35

return to Spain her ompiroe”

Gererel Franco also pointed the way

direotly toward a restoration of Spain's empire in america.
on April 19, 1089, ne proclaimed,
adores who spraed throughout
nution.s

we

should

have

"You should recall those Congulet--

tae world

a will

At Cadis,

tne falth and

to etpiree

» our

suanit and the might of Spein will grow."

the will

glory

will

of the
reach

the

Gn arch 24, 1940, watle

visiting tna Aronive de Indias in Seville, ho wrote In the quest book:
"Before
Yhen

tae

relics

hs.was

of qur ‘Empire,

invested

with tae

with the promise

highest

he meade @ speech in wnioh ae anked
ef comfort

perial
mest

in Sider teat

we must

again

the

spraod

This empire
include

“sll

Hispania

the

through

diverse

and

the world

once

the

Fraicae”

in Soain,

forget a Life

potitiea?

“Yor the battle

uikty with

is not yat aver.
thet

unity

ine

Ws

ia achlovad,

unity of the Cross

by moans

‘

whioh

Spain

eought to establish

who

owe thoir civilization

people

paepiee of the Peninsuiae

braces them elle

achteve

usity of Epain,

ef our warriore."4*

aistinotion

that the Sponterde

Spain might

objectives as its end.

bring obovt

military

of another.

» oiliapanidad

Hispanidad

once

again

of being

would
to the

is a concept that on-

inhabits no one land,

out wany and

lands."43

Since

Spain

Le 2 nation

caaposed

of many

the Falangists made no atterpt te copy the fast

races and

lanruezes,

racial appresch to

“2r1rr1e, op. atte, ppe 474-53 Ouidte Gondi, "La Wisoanidsd in
Hitler's

(June,

ppe

Service,

1942),

Free

World,

translated

by Arthur

@. Colton,

Ii!

d5e

4551 c836, ope
2l-2j pe tone

Cite,
rar

(Quoted

from

Rarivo de waectu,

:

Aispanidad,

|

—

i
86
their philosophy of world: supremaey.s
had a twofold

Gapeot:

(2) Spain wae destined

the sudcezsor of the Koran Empire,
successor

Their dog=s of irparial Spain

of the Sapiro,

and

to rily as empire as

for the Gatholic Church wag the

Yget

Catholic

Spain, of

@il

nations,

pos-

sessing the best title to the sscertion of tne Church's temporal rover.
{2) Spain was entitled
sauso

of the

Charles

Goth

and

V, who was

to a prominent place
Vandal

inveiers

slso Cherles

in the Teutonic world,

of Sosin,

I of Spain,

and

was

the

tae

fact that

the Holy Roman En-

peror.?4
Because
supposed

of the

thet

te divert

the

propostercusnese- of thags

philosophers

the mings

and

of the

stemache

ed conditions they experienced

Folenge

of the

elaine,
gave

Spanish

following

it sight

volee

poopie

te

to than only

fron

tke civil ware

the wretch-

That was not

trus for the sonsept of a resurrected expire vas the foundation upon
which the Yalangist

program ues Sullt.

waa bused upon the sang

polnta ge followed

the sraztion of a vabld nationelisn
blind obedience

The oxphasis for this progras

to the Etate;

by Goraany and

in the youth

Italy:

so that thay

(1)

hsd a

(2) raieing an inoraasing hug an? ory

for golonies both at home and abroad; and (3) persecution of the Jaws
after methods

used by the National

docialista

in Serceny and olator=-

ated upon by tne Fasolete in Itaty.45
Thess ‘dranaera .of eapiré

became

sore

confident

and

gave boldor

expression to thelr hopes a6 tne Civil Har noared a successful con~

“4enilton, ope site, pps 463-4.
46,

COOLLS

Middleton,

(Septenter,

“Spain

1340),

Demands

lé-d.

_

Latin fnorica,”

Living Ago,

87
clusion

and es the

Falenge

network

spreading

spread throughout the Americas‘and
successful

in

its war

So,
lange,
late

the

thet Hispanided

began

to

When Germany appeared

empire,

there

also would

were

many

in

be successful.*°

of the philosophers

of the Fa-

we seo that Spain was turning her face back toward her own
Ages.

The

Falangists

lasted

into the

seventeenth

guidance

of these

men,

cratic

state

which

modernizing
Having
tinue

and

in summing up the thoughts

Middle

which

the world.

for expansion

Spain who were positive

Hispanidad

reached

it with
viewed

Spain

the
the

our consideration

its

Ramiro

advocated

de Meeztu's

sought

techniques
philosophy
of this

by the

Hispanidad,

to

century,

zenith

Spain

during

this

as a Theocrecy.

to recreate

the

Under

Philip

II,

of Fascism.*”
of tie Falengists,

let ‘fs now conphilosophy by

Although it had been a popular type

Falange
which

Espanola

appeared

since
in

1984,

1951,
that

"Hispanidsd” came into wide usage for the first time.

the word

It, like His-

but while

Hispanismo

It became

one of those words which meant different things to different

while

Some

saw Hispanided

to others who

understood

in its

and

in

naturally was

took pride

anti-Yankee

it was

panismo,

people.

bitterly

period,

semi-theo-

under Charles V and

religious-political

tracing the origin of Hispanidad.
of Hispanismo

refer

anti-Pan-American}

liberalism,

as only a spirit

and

the Fascist mind

Hispanided

common

differed.

heritsge,

it was a plan

of world

46,5e1 Plenn, Wind in the Olive Trees (New York: Boni and Gaer,
1946),

pe

258.

“Toietie, op. cits, p+ 467} Middleton, op. cits, p+ 10.
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conquest.

While

it may have sterted a5 a mere cultural moveront,

it

very soon entored inte the aphere of world politios.*¢
Hicpanidag

wae the

troir cream of expire

instrument

come trues

subitions

of the

announced

plane of this party 49

Falengs

and

designed

by tho Falangicts

Persons who discloin the poiitical

their plene

of empire

for the

large

fomilies,

and

industrielizstion

of Soain,

points,
ie

ac

read

Hispanidad

the

as adopted

a lebor charter

ineurance

and cubsidies

This oheartor of the

deals with Hiepsnidgad especially in the third and
twenty-six

only

roally just amounted

grenting workers vasations with pay and heelth
to

need

The program of the party,

by Franco, wao made of twanty-six pointe which
to @ ton year plan

to sake

Falance

fourth of these

follows:

neve & will

to cxpiree

Ye affirm

thet

the

full

history

of Spsin inuplies an empiree fe denend for Seain « preesinent
place tn Europe.
oe will not put up with international isslation
or with

foreign

can countrigs,
interests

interforencee

With

regard

wo sim at unifiestion

and

of

posere

Spain

to the Hispano-dmert-

of culture,

Glaime

oomnon tasks because of her poeition ae the
the

Spanish
Our

of szonomic

& preealnent

place

in 511

spiritual cradle of

voride

arzced

forces

on

isnd,

en

sea end

in tho air,

must

te as

efficient and numorous as aay be necausary to aseure Spain's
oonplets
her duce

independence at sll tines and
#e

shall

restors

that world

to the armies

on

land

leadership ts
and

ses,

and

in the alr, al] the digaity whieh they deserve, end folioving
tholt ideal, wa shell ses to it thst a military view of life
pnall shepe “panien exiztences

Sfyristol,

ope Gite,

ppe Sid=45

Piffie, ape cite,

ppe 457-8, 6753

Oliver, ope Shh ocs Bid-53 Edwin fiyan, ““i#iispaniemo” Yesterday and
XARLIZ (Moreh, 1941), 584-5.
foday,"” Saco,

*9picrie, ops gite, pe 475
SO"scain:

Unfinished Business,” Fortune, XXXL (torch, 1945), 148-

Slianilton, ops cite, pe 4éd-
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The mlosicn
ment officiel,
This

of Sispanidad wae to be carried
soldier,

snd trade-anton member

te skown by the’ oath tuken

out by svery govern]
in Franco's

resin

by evory member of esoh of those

groups:

I pledgo allegianss to God,
Syndicallst fevolution; to serve
and 40 sight unhesltatingly for
conquest of our Lost bupire, for
treet ond Free, which has been
of our glorious Caudilloe

given

This miesion, once accomplished,
ULepanic,

Spain, Franco and our National
my country above anything else,
the material and spiritual rethe craation-of o Epain United,
us by the victorious

‘to extend,

s¥ord

to expand our great

Latin Christian culture and our political

grand-mastership

especially over those 4“cgrisen countries of Hisranic-Iberien

soul end

lenguage,” would take the form of 2 Church-State government using
ipein's forwer expire us a node? . >?
instrument

wheroby

Felangienm

speaking people throughout

Higpanidad,

and Pasot in

the world

therefors, was the

was exported

ita an effort

to the

Spanish

to win then over to

the cause of an awakened and expanding Spain.&
in order

to esteblich

Hispanidsed

in en officiel agnner, Genoral
Hiepanidsd

(Sounoil

as euch ca

France estadlished

of Hispanidad)

on November

2,

instruzcnt

of action

the Conssjo de le
1940,

with

the

aunounced aim of taking tho place of the Counoll of the Indiez in the
former empire of Spaine
stones

A 52

in

Hicpanic

its oreation

historye

Logking

fixed
backward

one of the

importent sile-

the Voncajo

eppesrod

to

:

‘Sliver, ope Gite,

pre

Sdde

Seorerie, ape cite, ppe 473, AT7=B.
Stncoain:

:

Unfinished Business," Fortung, XXXI (March, 1945), 148+
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be a product

of a long historical

proccss

and

looking

forward

as the

hope for the fulfillment of ths drean of an ompire.55
On January 7, 1941, tric Younct] of Hiepanided begen to take
actusl

form with

initial

the

namberse

Franco's
‘Serrano

appolataent

it was

governnent.
Suner,

positions

of

composed

of

It included

as president;

seventy=four
top leadera

the holders

important officials of tae Falance;
und

of the

falanre

and

the Minister of Yorelpgn affairs,
of varlous

in Spain end cortain mejor diplomatic

intel leatuais;

Spaniardc as its

governmental

posts la Latin America;

a feu allitary offisers;

representatives

of the

there was algo « very definite

-

Roman Catholic

prominent

Churoh.

relatlonanip betweon Hispanidad

and the Soman Catholic Churoh whieh ehould be show in this consideration of the philosophy

of Hispanidade

One of the questions

estechism of the youth groupa of the Felenglet party was:

your watetword?"

Tne anower given was:

Supire wnleh turns to. God).

"Tnst is

“EL Imporio Laelia Dios" (the

fo this party won

“an Imperial and Getholie mission.”

fn the .

officiuliy entrusted

In the preamble to & deares creat=

ing the “Grand fwporlel Urder of tno Red Arrows,” Goneral Franco le- uented

thet Spein had

for so long lost her “imperts] mission en? des~

tiny" and summoned his followers to set out upon thetr-“Imperial and
Catholic way"?

SSnittio,. op: oites ps 4575 Wantlton, op. olt-» pe 4u7eetatol,
ope cit:
olte,

B7y.

pe

oer
cit
o
Ope

es

Plenn, ope

cite,

pp.

241-2;

Ryan,

5a60

a. Pecrs,

1940), 2166

pe

“Spain's ican of Empire,"

Speotstor,

CLXV (August,

Ghureh
though

support of tidepanidad wae anofficial

ite support

ts skom
usually

was

the moat

important

by.noting the

position

of tho church

it took

the

sume

econdeaned cowmunien,
civil

war

in Spain,

by Ghursh organs,

frequently

position

socialism,

coldoa

supported

“arxianise,

Thia

of Spain

being defended,

support

anarchism,

can

in other uattors;

Falange.

Denooracy wes

ond defended.

wee based on religious

of all.

es thet of the

republicanieme

in most cases, ale

It strongly

and during the

frequently

attacxed

willie totaliterianisn wes

“The entire movensat. of Hispanidad

fenaticies so deeply snd emotionally

thet fee forth Azorioan Catholies gan underetand

ite

Spanish

In fact the

Gleriéel adhérente"or ahie orvsading race mysticien were bitter
about

the apathy of Rorth Amoricsn priests toward this novensnt
DHurlag the otvil war, most of the higher Spaniah Catholic clergy

pave wholenesrted
Yranoo.

eupport to the Nstionaliot

The Ourdinal

Sebels under General

srinate of spain and other

leading Gatholies of

Spain regarded the struggio as 4 crusade, picturing the Uationaligis
as the

saviors of Ghristianity.

the Vatican,

however,

vehequantly condemned tho persecution of the chursh
maintained

formal

sonnsetions with

the Zadri¢

while

it

ia Loyalist Spain,

goverment

until

1929,

and avoided ell assoaiation with the authoritarian principles of
General

Franco 289

The unique

traditions of Spanish Catholioian and the situtation

SS

ii

eS

a

*irtie,

Ope Site, po 460; sax Giscen, “Clerice) Fescisa in

Letin anurioa,” Bow kopublic, GVI (February, 1942), 252; Oliver, ope.
Gites,

pe

5650

S¥ragoian

in Action (Washington:

‘Office, 1967), pe lade

U. S. Government Printing
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in whieh the church found itcelf under ths Republic, determined its
stand

during

the chvil ware

Catholic country.
Church was
with tae

fastor

the

Yor

senturles

Spain

hod

The clergy dominated educations

greatest

single

Gpanich Stetee

Until

bn polaticse

property
recent

fhe Catholic

caner snd was clasely

yeara

Lt had

tie priosthood, draw

But
of

the

jooted
tne

tae aoming

of

clergy

ond

political,

tha

church was upsste
to rigorous

a decisive

ew

recruits

from the lower and nlddle clasees,

this aristocratic,

with

been

Linked

Republic

Cetholiclen

antie-slorical

church

property

were instlll-

the

traditional

was disestablished

deasures;

took piece,

Gierarchy,

for

and nationalistic heritage.
in 1951,

some
and

nevertheless,

physics
the

position

and

gute

stteaks

on

Jesuits sera

accepted

tha

ban-

ishede

The Catholic

Republic,

atating

in the collective dealnaration of tha epincopuie on Decenber

20, 1221, that:
the Church has never failed to inculcate the respect and
obedience dus to constituted power, even in tLooge eases where
ite holders aad representatives have atased Lt.
after tho election victory of tne left coalition governzent
Fevrusry,
floved

four sonths

a weve

of violence

of the new

of tne

Sanion

“ipig., pe 18S.

againet

froevernment,

and the clergy was subjected
existence

in

1926, the sporadic etiacks of the early Republicen poriod

into

to

Gatholie

tre ohurcae

church

During

first

psoperty was sonfiseated

indignities and violence.
Church

the

seamed

to

The very

bs threatenede

7

;

:

!

the leaders of the chursh had frequently been

fexous warriors anc etatesmen a8 well as pricets.

od wlth

been an intensely

\

Trait

SI

S
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Hen

the dationalist

supported
jone

the deslaration of Decenber 26, 1931,

Horeover,

somauniets,
Catnolic

revolution broke out in July, the church no longer

it oppoced

and

Crurch

the Loyalist

antrohilete who wore
ond

looked

upon

Spanish Catholicism emerged

stored to lis traditional
cidised
which
wore

the

been expalled

granted

inciwawed

prossede

Yew Spsnish

presepts

of moralitye

the rebell-

of atietets,

deotruction

of the

as a: gascd Catholic
.&2

teed

the

civil

war onee

srain

reo

position of political influence and sub-

to the extent of sone $5,406,000 sanuallye

had

Chureh,

side as compoesd

secting

Franco

but upheld

by the Republic,
rights

wore

end privileges.

lews were
Franco

drown

really

The Jesuit orders,

permitted

te return

_Freo-tavonry wag

up in conformity
had

and

oup-

with Catholic

to resetablich the Gatholic

returning both ite lands ond s measuro of its power, because

thé Chureh had wupported his var and in order to recain in poser he
very definitely needed the continued

eupcort of the Ghureh.&2

Fope

Pluo 4IL indicated the extent of the Catholic resurgence when ot the
presantation of the new Spanish
1945, he

Ambasesdor to the Holy See in April

stated:
%e heve

seen

the Church

rise

out

of smoking

fuce-the Christian spirit into your laws, your
and oll the manifsatations of official lifs.

ruins

The strength and position of Catholioioa In Spin

in the

fect that the few Spanish Protestants

to in-

institutions

is shown egain

and Enclish Evangelical

Siipia.
Ores
lilmtory,

v

Lioyd Hollen, "Franso's Role in Yar ond Feoco,” Current

(dstober,

“8rasciex

1945),

136

in 4otion (iiaskington:

G.

3.

Government

Frinking Office,

onan
a4
miscions

in the peninsuls did not receive the

governnent

nor

experience

the

seme

sexe support from the

relicious

revival.

[+t wos ‘mown

in 1944 thet Protestenticn was being systematically rooted out of the _
national

1if6

of Spain,

and

there nid Been

instances

of the direct

persecution of non-Catholice.¢
Basically

3

Fasoiem and Chriatianity are incompatible, but both

¥asoisn and Ssanish Catholicien wanted
ond

resourcss

of the other to achieve

to aeea ase
thelr own

special missione.

long os they were seeking w very closely related
they

could work

tant

Churoh

World

War,

successfully.

support was not absolutely
the

Glergynen,
Sotione

together very

Falange

launohed

aeuad

necessary

aitustion

became

serious

the State.

ehurch

support

Felengisto

dlained

their

essontisl,

Catholicity

and

in return

the

As

empire,

Falence

s6 during

felt

the

Second

individual

and curved Catholic

enough to sove

bishops to issue warnings against
is very

the

against

barred Vatioan oriticiem of Germany
This

goal of world

Once

attacka

of the strenzth

some

However,

realizing thet

for -the most
Spanish

Catholics

part pro-

Catholic

Church

. steadfastly supported the State.”
Helations between Catholician and Fasolem
in acutielt’ tis those

between Catholicism

though Hitler

6 Concordat and nominally

signed

and

in Spain were gtrictly

Facselem in Jermany.
remained

Al=

a Zomn Catho-

Lie, Bel Bid Roe weed Atel Ciara Or Rees! te Onllsr Gat tule! Oncaanys
This,

of Course,

was not

G4ipid., pe 196s

he

SS: 54,

true

in the ‘“gase of Francoe

The

Fascists

of

ks
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tho Spanish

Falange

knew

that

tiey aculd

the assistance of the Church.

act

it was

the religion

but was in no danger of losing its political

Colient

of a ninority,

powere

Turing the early

and when the Concordat waa signed,

the Church

The contrary wes

true in Spain for Spain

the Chursh gould not afford to loss.
Catholicism

was

persecution,

the

Cetholiciez,
probably

frantio

to

power end

grow

Catholician was

others .%%

were

cause

whose

struggle

this

twins
purts

one or both

to realise

separated

to ceese

otrongest

forees

proclaimed

ite

from one another

functioning

ineeparability,

Fascian

and at

in Spain.

the

sume

It

tice

over the

Spanish Cstholicism

ineeperabie and together were the

in the Spanish state?

The one point

Falange

policy:

of each ef these bodies to win powsr

Faselsm hed become

uider

to verserve

of Spanish

other without destroying their joint existence.
and Spsnish

stronger

;

the Slanese

© moneter

standing which

tience as the policy of Gorman

secular

policy of Spanish

then,

ig necessary

the

to sutmit

by peraocuting
Thess,

would

still

had been considered

ty the Catholle Church as a fief of a thousand years

and

without

to draw 4 siendy benefit from its stalus rs a minority under

duress.

power

goel

rule tae peroeoution of the Catholic Caurch made cx-

propacenda

continued

their

in lixo manner, Catholicism in Gerzany

certainly did not need Fasclone

yours of Hest

reach

in ite original

twenty-seven

the right for ley-educetion,

points where the

which was against

8, -turo Bares, "Spanish Catholiciem,” New Stetesman and Hation,
RAL (#arch,

1941),

26G-

OTryia., pps &C6-7-

;
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the Catholic

Church,

became

eval Pranco when he made
Speine
one

the

one

point whioh was

thie party the offioial

He accepted sll the other points and

a dcoree

ditions

on September

of Spain's

JC,

1942

stating

Golden Age would

end cohools snd that

bs

rejeoted

politicos! party of

issued

in place of thot

that the

restored

by Gen-

educstional

in all

tra-

universitics

ali their courses ond sulture would

be Catholic

in epirit- under the direstion of an approvad chaplain who would deily

offer mies and conduct religious functionse

Franco felt that cducs-

tion must be footad in religion and Spanish Gstholic tradition and
that the supreme and sole moral and educations] authority in the ¢pan-

ish Stete aust be the thuroh.6
This Gatholicisn

Gatholicien.

was,

of course,

a special

and

Spanish

type

of.

Spanish Setnollcian dose not moon subjection to Somes:

but stood for the virtual independence of the Spanish Church fron
Zone.

‘This was not necesséry

been excommunicated
cane

close

provided

by the Fone.

to what mignt

if Franco pape
for

ed

because

In fact Spanish

be callod anti-papel

the full

religious

and

instruction

in ail

antieclerical.

govermcent

Yet in ell

regiue over

CLVIX

Sioic., pe 2673 iicnael
(Eoptember, 1945), 602

Sven

bocane

Kenny,

schools,

he et

the

leportant disputes,

Frenoo hed to give way and the Church was victorious.
if the Fascist

TL had

inperielian ot tines

the Archbishop of Seville,

ond otherse

thot

Philip

state eubsidy to the Catholic Church and

times was at outs with tne Vatican,
Arohbishop of Tarragona,

bota Cherles V and

It was felt

firaly established

in Srain,

"iicpanidsd,"” Catholic Sorld,

™
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it would

be a more dangerous enemy to the Churoh than the Republic.

The laat of the twenty-six points of the Falonge,
¥rance

regire,

gives & hint as to what an eneny

tho oherter of the
such a state could bs

to the Catholics Chursh:
Qur movement wlll

florious tradition
reconstruction.

incorporate

tho Gatholis

ond predominant

The Churoh

and

spirit

- of

in Spain - in the national

tho Stute

will

arranre

o Con-

cordst defining their respective spheres.
Sut the State will
not permit any intorferanse of aativity which might lower Lis
digaity

Henee
ond

the

or the national

integrity.

thera wan & Continwi

Falange~Pascistse

G

struggle totween the Catholic Gnursh

She purely Gatholic

group

wanted

to nain=

tala the authoritarian, totalitarian state it helped craute ty the

civil war, trying to preserve the resnante of foudaliss Por the Church.
the Palengesfacelete doxanded
" heave absolute

and

supreme pover,

Synd ies) ist revolutions”
of the Churoh for grented,

Sutelagos
militant

Spanish

espactally

This

and a socloty

formed by the “Hetional-

they wanted to take the collaboration

they also wanted

ta be independent of ite

Catholician

firmly

to militont

for an izperial

Spain,

a cultural

in Latin dserica.
£% supported

it with

sapirs.ocagerly

Palango.

That was

and spiritual

ozpire,

This impsrielisa the Churok was to
actions 71

sought

by both

the Falange

and

the Church,

in reality tne philosophy af Tispanided, would fora a blas

Ait

which was

whils

State ‘ln which they would

Still there roncined tke one ixportant point which hald

the aabition

-gupport;

a Felengist

WIN

TOxemikton, ope Sites ppe 462-2.
Tiyeres, ops cite, po 2673 Glecen, op Gite, pe 232) salen, ope
Shie,

pe

1366

.

tive

i"

=
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of Hispenic states which gould wor to ostablich "Hispanic idesic”
throughout the rest of the world.
of

the Spanish

Fascist ond

This spreuding of tha doctrines

the Spanish Catzolic,

Penartin, would com> to pass ag follows:
agtions cf Surope aust Cathollolze

eocording

to Jose

"Spain end the other Latin

the rest of Europe,

ahlie South

america haa the miaslan of converting the Gnitad States to Gatholictsne”

This would be Hispanided in actian.**
tow this

Fasoists and

shilosophy

the Roon
only

of Wispanidad,

through woich both

Catholic Shureh hoped to have their gosis ful-

Pillad,

sould

etione

were victorious
in the Second

to a eusoons

in the

fora advoosted

‘orld Sars

only be an inetruxent of action as long os it had
totalitarian

netions

and only

so long

have the power of the world within
Italy

hed

been defeated,

Spein

second-rate power exeroieing
suppost

by any

sizeable

ss

Little

these

once

If the

the aupport of the
appeared

to

Once dermany ond

again

would

world Anfluonce which

show of arase

Axis

Eiapanidad could

astions

their graspe

by Ateslf

liispanided to its desired resultse
panided

the Falanze-

be only a

it could

Spain by itseif gould not aarry

liencs it Ls readily ‘esea that His-"

was importent only during those yeare thet tne Axis dations,

eepacially

Hazi

Germany,

«ere

lesders. among

the nations

of the

dorlde

_ Therefore it te the object of tris scotion to ciow the close rolation-

ship between Biepanidad and the Axis Hationse

tale will bring forti --

some vory intereuting conclasions, the sost inportant being that it
mazes the Catholic Church of Spain aa instrument of Hitler,

T2apistol, ops olbes pe Skde

but only

|
)

|
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Deceuce

tio Church

once

again

saw

thie as a means of

furthering

g4

;

The Falangiste openly ennounsed that Spain's greatness would te
achieved as @ rasult of Hitler's Wew Order,

in wilch, incidentally; they

inugined Spsin as Gerveny's worthy partner inatesd of effeminate

Catholics,

tersany

although the Russo-Germen

othors even this pact, appoared,
to bs & clever subterfuge
and

eee

pravent

a more

Fact brought

fn the

alliance

Italy.

by Spanish

qualmu

to somee

To

Light of Spanish prapegends,

by which Germany would

cangsrous

neretioal Englands’

fully accepted

betwaen

keap Buscia an bounds

atheist

Russia

and

The Gettolio Church in dpain felt that the re-

lations of the Church with the government of Germany were more congenie) for the suscess of her program than reletions would have beon
in a democracy such aa the United “tates.
hes

long rogarded

as its

otief

demoorucien,

enemies,

tue

especially

The Spenieh Catholic Church

Grited

tecause

“tates,

and Pon-Americanism

they worked

against

what

Lt

sougitt to achieve in Latin Amerioa.?4
it was belSeved in thie coumtry, both by the diplomats and English
Gatholics, that

Spanish Catholics

because

they were

Catholic, aust have been averse to.Easi paganieme
the eproslte
wae

appears

a Recan Catholic

the Vatioun

Tepaven,

nad

to have been the cosas
whe

concluded

Ope gites

frequently
a Concordat

ppe

267-5

Motscen, ops cite, ps 252+

spoke
with

beth

Spanish and

In reality, just

the two facts,

that Hitler

in a religious vein
fazi

Gormany,

wero

and

|

|

4

its

own power and usnleving ite desired gonle

Tale collaborstion with Nagi

1

4

that

enough

50
to satisfy tho conscience of the average Spanish Sntholic.
of convents

and Gatholic

sohools

in Germany

not waterislly

differ

.
|

from the closing of convents or the oxpulsion of the Jesuits under ono

or the other of Spein's own Gatnolic kings,
in Polend

snd: tho prieste

‘ho Catholics persecuted

sent to concentration

csmps may have deserved

their fate at the hands of the conquerors ag in tho case of the Bacque
priestess

The

about

flourishing

the

the

newspaper

lic

prosperity

protest

Spanish prece and propaganda continually
Catholic

Aleagzar went

so far

in Germany

against

Life

that

in Ssreanye
in

the oxaggeration.

spread reports

in the autumn

ite glowing desoription

the Vatican
Sut

Radio

to the

found

“panish

of 1946,

of Catho-

it necessary
people,

to

who wore

used ‘to such conflicts between the government and the Church In Zone,

this meant little and the praise of Seruan Catholic life continusd.’®
411 the forees in Spain,
efficient,

worlde

naohloe,

aupable

if Spain wanted to roalise

Selietic
power

crafty

including the Church, saw in Gormany an

and

conquest of the world,
being

of Bazi Gerseny

of sonquaring

and organizing

its spiritual, cultural,

:

the

and ueter-

it had to ba united with and have the
76

another

roason why Spein

readily

sought companionship with the Axis Powers wan becouse of their common
enexiecse

It hed

been

the taree

and the United States, which had,

great domocracies,

France,

ingiand,

|

either together or in turn, tora

apart the eapire of Charles ¥ and Philip

Li.

antonio Ravar summed

up

those feelings in the foliduing atatewent taken from nis book £1 In-

7

ae

EEE

did

The closing

TSsa¢00,

Ope Gites

Téyo11an, Ope wlte,

pe
pe

206
1566
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perio de Bopanat

We recognise that our enemies of today are also those of
yesterday;

those who,

after seeing us fallen,

after destroying

ua de a world power and maxing us lose the dimensions of an
expire, and, after taxing away fvom us, as a rasult of our

exhaustion, 911 our dstormination and our will and our faith
in

tie destinies

of Spain,

tourist's curiosity.
With

such

oene cloare
the

by Facolet

againat the FYasoisté,

false

hand

of a

Spaine

This

was

a war of opposing

to be ao war of

ideologica.

Spain

the side of Germany end the dxis Jations because she re~

England

as

the

eternal

infectious novel," while
United

us the

statements the alignments of the Second “orld far be=

of Hispanidad

devocracios

garded

owt to

Gerszany was to be supported, to a grest extent through

action

supported

hole

Statese

enemy,

reserving

Frenoe

a6 an “ili-snelling

the choleest denunsletion

In the Yor de Sepane of Decenber

7,

1956,

and

for tho

San Ssbaatton

bellitied the United States as followa:

@ith a oynichen thwt braaks all world
happiness
turougo

vorld,

uae

for the land of records),

the voloa

of tint man

they

resords (#het o graat

tho United Statac of America,
esl]

the

First Citizen

of the

have constituted theaselves tae defenders of tke oral val-

of tne

Useldente

Kisun tencatic

amici:

The country

of die

vorse, of Lynch Law, oF tac Four hundred Socte, of the univer-

sities where a dostorate of philosophy may be bought for a tages
telle, of tne country whose national monuments hed to be torn
dosn at tha end of twenty years because they ware about to fell
down, the country of the ganzsters, of the thisving mayors, of
the odfous distinotion of race, tie coumitry of dirth control,

tho country of the protection of dora and
Serreaae

[5 thks

the country

values of tre Geoident?

On

the

reverse

side

that

Of whlen decident?!o

of the Hispanidad

motal

the tolelitarian nationa, especially Geruany.

TTianiiton,
18

Ope Gite,

otie, Ope

ite;

the persesution of ths

aan defend

pe 460

BPe

&GL-Ze

the culture and

wae

the

admiration

El Corree Eopanol ex-

of

Slained

on Jotober

16,

1956:

Sh, Geraany.
Our alistor in tre beat of Spanish destinies,
the imperial destiny. » ein the days of your triumph in the face
of all

the

acorot

socleties

wa applauded,

not with

tha clenched

fist of the Free iasone, Sut with our haadz open, our arms ralseg
whlle we shouted in the atentorien tones of brothers:
Neil

Uitler.?9

Spanish Catholiolen along with the Spenish Falangists wakaty
sapported the totalitarian nations which were so violently anti-United
States and whe fought the ides of hemisphere

solidarity as advoceied

by tae United Statese Henoe the Falenge and tne Church in Latin AnerLoa through

the

use of Hiapanidad more or

lese openly did

Hitler's

wore and were able to enter into many arcas where liltler's agents
nover

would

havo

been able

to mike

contact
&%

After the outbreat of the Uecond iforld Zar and as the active
4nerioan

participation

in tie conflict

begen to appeer more

probable,

Franco's policy of coopsration with tae Axle Powere sasumed a more
subtle

forme

tine,

It is very

ovember,

Thies counéil

interesting

1940, that

the Council

was eeteblished

with the publicized purpose

to remembar thot

mder

tno

of Hisnanidad was crested.
Sinistry

of Foreign Affatrs

of improving cultural

Spein and her former coteniese

it was at this

In veelity,

relations

b« tween

it appenys that Hispenidad's

" peal purpose was to be « distributor of Yelongict ond Spsnich expangionist

dootrines,

in Serlin,
United

much of which

cune

from the

[bero-hneriaon

Institute

which were aimed at aiarupting the growing influence of the

Stetes among

ite

southorn

neighbors

and

substituting

T8riefi0, ops oiter pps 468-2
8CGisnon, ops cits, pe 2525 Oliver, ope Gite, pe 548s

the prin-

’
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ciples of Hiepsnidad
the Pan-American
Spain
further

for those embodied

Union.°!

not only

her

own

saw Germany aa a power which

imperial

ambitions,

Spain an instrument which
by many
along

that

ough

Gormany
lines

ialist dreams

in the Monroe Pootrine and

but Germany

she could
el a6: wisely

she could use to gain her goals.

realized

this

and therefore

long

supported

in Spanish minds,

before

Spain

Franco,

and even went

use

to

saw

in

[t is felt

had any thoughts

supported

the

inper-

so far as te be reapon-

sible for the creation of the Consejo de la Hispanidad.©

Possibly

Hermann Goering's remark that "Spain is the ‘ey question for the two
continents,"

gives

thinking-®>

1t 40 well known that Gerseny, through the use of the

Spanish

Press,

did

create new ones,
her

own purposes.

a hint

to

her utmost

undoubtedly

what

the

military

both to arouse

masters

Spanieh

of

Geraany

ambitions

were

and

to

so thet she would be sble to uce Spain ‘for

4n example

of

such a statement

published by

publicist end quoted by the Spanish Press is the following:

@ Heel ~

"The new

Europe will need a greater Spain to bo the partner of the iets Powers,
for together the three States @ill have
It is vory
the

oe

Second

to fulfill their new mission."

interesting to note low close Franco came

Yorld far

on the Axis

side.

It appears

to entering

that almost

every-

Slpienn, op. cite, pp» 282, 240-1.
82ravid Efron, “latin America and the Fesolst “Holy Alliance,"
of a Se

pee

ae

tate en Gay Oi tverraee oTeee Pe sau

S3pienn, op» cits, pps 259-40.
S4reera,

Ope oft,

p-

217.

4

:

tuing sconcerning his deolaration of war had been cottled during his

"interview with Hitler la Oetober, 1940, but the thing which prevented
an open declaration of war was the interference of dussolini, who

Blso sourht Casa Dlanos and Gibralter which were part of tho expire
whigh Franco wanted to reostablioh.

This revised division of the

spoils mado Franco dissatisfied and he therefore contented himself

—

with promixis “nen~belligerency,” which of course inoluded the use
of Spain as a fasi espionace base and as 5 channel

of vital raw materiales

for the importation

In reality, Spain did have claims against

Francs, England, ond the United “tates which might have been publicized
a5

grounds

for war

in entering

supporting

the Axis

the war unless he wae

be victorious and thet Spain would

sides

positive

‘Franca was not

thet the

Axis

interested

Powers would

receive rich territorial

rewards.

Henes it is not entirely true to say that Franco was “playing Hitler's
gaue"

during the Second Zorld Yar either in Latin America or enyuhere

else in the world.
were

playing

their

Franco, the Felangists, and the Spanish Catholics
ou

geome which

frequontly

close kermony with Germany and German

meent

guts

working

in very

Such close harmony was

developed in the epresding of the doctrines of Rispanided.
only hopes for 2a eupire were built upon the hops of cetching
of the cruzbs which fell from Eitier's table.

Spain

Franco's
soe

by iteclf just

did not have the necessary resources to act independently with sony
hope of successe
ponidad

Even tho reevaluation of history as taught

necdet) the support of arms and arnies,

in iis-

Hitler's arms ond arsiea.

if Franco could have been sure thet the demooracies sould lose the war,

66

he would have

inetantly

Spain

sought

to

all costs,

hoping

thet

her

share

Spain

of the

entered the conflict
C8

remain

in the

rewarde

collepsed

she did

friendly

event

In order

steted that ske ted

Frence

on very

terme with Oerceny

of an Axis victory
to remain

on

she

not

press her

could

such friendly

no territoriec] claims in urope
forner desands

at
olain

terms,

and when

to the

Sasque

provinces of france or the Frenetii territory bordering on Gataloniae
Even

preatey

salf-restreint

was

chown

in ellowing

4ndorra

to

remain

under joint Spsnish-French control after the fall of Frances

Spain

dic not press those claims beosuse che hoped to receive much richor
and larger rewarde later and did not want to do enything which would

ofiend Gernany

:

It. vemaine very hore

at the present time to prove exactly hev

Glosely related Hispeniduc wag to the military leaders

in Berlin,

thore

egardless,

is

Little

Hicpenided

doubt

that

sosie connections

was of such a nature that it was able to work

hammony with Germany and,
nohieve

there was

which more

in very close

in feot, needed the success of derzany to

ita ultimate alicoe

Latin America

dut

It wae the penetration of Hispanides

than

any other

single

in

factor as fsr as the

United Stetes was concerned which marked Franco's most outstanding

service to the Axis Fowers during the Second Forld Har .&?

SEiamilton, ops alte, pp+ 458, 460-75 Fears, ops cites pe 216.
BGianiitons ope Gite, pe 464e
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CHAPTER
RISPARIZAD

feving dlecussed
& philosophy

TIL

If ACTION

the taokevound necessary

such ac Ulepeni¢ed

and

for the developuent. of

the philesophy

iteelf,

desis with the crux of filapanided, which te Hiepenided
less it waa misrepresented by its adveosies,

tals charter

tn action.

Un=

Hicpanidad wes Roman Catho-

Lio Fasoim:, the official foreign policy of the Falenge Espanole, and
to reunite the Eispunie peoples around

wes destgrnd
erivilege,

how much
traco

hiezvarcvhy,

auieorecy,

and

intolerancee

aut the world,
with Hispanidad

goal,

ond

the ectivities

in Letin america.

especially

in order

to realize

it becomes netossary

strength this moveaeit posseseed,

Lis purpose,

the concepts of

of its adherents

to

through=-

Since thie chapter deals

im action, moot of this activity had to osour during

tho years when the votalitorion nationo were most suscessful in their

effort toward world suproxscy.*
In Avrite,

the central

article about the sune tive

cron

of the

Falengs,

there appears

an

the Hispanidad Council was created which

clearly pointed out tit this philosophy

hoc a vory definite perposs

'

wiloh it sought to carry owt:

x

The concept of Hispsnided hae boen lost in the rubbish of
ranentio

folliese

vYefove the creation of tho Falenge,

Spanish

dénerlegnien, ag a notionsl concept, was slmply a theory cuitiveted by @ ouell group of intellectuals,
‘onorrow the warships
of Mezico and Peru, the clrplanes of Chilo, Argentina, or Spain,

ty. e. DAftle, “Tne Ideology of Hispanidad," Hispanic Anorfoan
Historioal

Keviuw, XAIIL

(Uctober,

1040),

478.
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tiie Gennon of the Center, tne Louth, or the Yorth, will defend
one grevt Luphro, with a single great destiny.
Then in the zresn
fields of the futura, twenty peoples will be fres, proudly fres

in the glory of their materiel and spiritual fertility.“

Uigual Grau continues txese thoughte in his article published in the
Fobruary,

1957

issue

of Fe:

Yor the duerloa of our culture, our faith, and our biced,
We Wish nore than just living together, more than friendship.

Ve desire unity:
unity of mind, unity of cconony, and unity of
powers We desire to put an end to “soniroolen,” in order to put

in ity piace our aisfiruation:

“ie Spanish world for the Span=

Lohe

tienoe
crusade,

punidad

under
tne

the guise

Falenge meant

there wag money,

peliticsl

ailies

world.*

Hispanidad:

the

intellectuals,
perbied

class

because

its

intereatse

soretines

businesea through

weapons,

considered

"iepanidad.

arid, sost Important,

a romantic

Behind

lise

support by

in high places in all the Spanish nations of tke

‘Taree anin

endeared

of what wae

groups were

conseivative

ad

strong

propertied

nations who supported

Glasess,

elexents of the Catholic

saw Hiepanidad

strong stand

found in these

es @ philosoply

agsinst communion,

a large

nucber of

Church.

thet would
scoinlism,

The pro-

protcot
and

then

dexocracy

it to those who sow these as threats to their ccsition and
The

to understand,

preserving tneir

intellectual
less

logical,

support

of Niepenidad

but they were

position over tne

is mors

4 group aiso

large wasces

of people

diffioult

interested

in

and vers

vory

2onidio Gondi, “ia Hiapanided in Hitler's Service," Free Korld,
trenaleted

by rthor Ne Goltons, {11 (June,,1942),

Gse

:

5k. it. Southworth, "The Spanish Phelunx and Lutin America,"

Foreign Affaire, AVLIT (Uctober, 1959),

1506

Saryoo Oliver, “Franco Invades Latin America," Acerican Mercury,

LIV (April, 1942), G48-U~

are Tare
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influential
ported

in the spreuding of this ideology.

Uf course,

by olexents of tho “oman Gstnolic “nurch

becouse

it was sup-

it Surthersd

their intereste.®
Regordiess of its political
piety thrown over its activities

Gisguises and despite the oloxk of
by clerical

support,

forces of Hieponidsed were

in the Yoroisn Office

doubtiy operated

harmony with tre Foreign

in close

this

activity resulted in

witn

Spanish

culture

a very definite

those

lands

and

the direeting

in Madrid which w=

program

ereas which

Office of Oermany 4
of

indoctrinsting

had once

formed

part

of Bpain"s

empire with o view toward closer political cogporation be-

tween

and

them

their mother country.”

Spain opersted
netions which

sonewhat cifferently

sought

aspires,

for

from the other totalitarian

it wap coatly

in thoes

areas

shore

Spain had fornerly ruled thet abe focused her attention and corried
on her netivitiess
rightly herse

Spain wanted

an expire whieh eho telieved vas

Suring the summer of 1940,

after France had

fully couploted his overthrow of the Loyalsit
the Axis

Conquest,

Hations

were

very

gangs of Fesolets

succeas-

governueat aad walie

successfully waging thelr war

for world

roaued the streete of Yadrid

shouting

Oleims to Gibralter and the franco government put up posters laying
Glais not only to South and Central Amerioa,

Ope

cite,

ppe

Saliver, ope

Gite,

p>

*piffie,

Cuba, and the Fhilipgines,

47S~E0e

566.

‘sauin Byen, “"Hispenisao” Yesterday and Today,” Commonweal
ane faa
SXKTIT (March, 1961), 535+

&
bat to the Loulsiana Purchase and suoh sttes as California,
Texas,

@nd

stoned

botnm tne

Floridee

in thom

Gritish and

axubdersnt days

these

Asnerican onbagaies,

Faseist Pacts bat)

tee

Fasciot

eede daily atteeks upon the elites and the desosractes,
Franco

or his

brother-in-law,

delivered 2 wagkly

derreno

Sunsr,

cot

inte motion

goveranente

newcpspere

and either

tne Foreign

Sinister,

apesoh attaczing the allies while threstening that

Spain might enter the war at any coments
tac was

heigona,

in the senor

it is always

In this crude

advocated

intoresting

form,

Niapani-

by the Fascist-frongo

to resembar

how quioxly

such

conditions ohanged once Hitler's war xachine taoted defeat and tne
Sliies

moved

foraurd

to vietory.®

:

Although Spain wanted all of ner former empire back, this was

impossiblee
ines

in

fo be quite fair, ste did nat seek Philip's former hold-

[taly,

some areaa

in sfeioa,

or any of the Netherlendee

Une

doubtedly this was because of the conviction thet neither Hitler nor
the

Duce vere

disposed

to cive any of their conquests

lese of itheiy philosophy

of iliepanidead,

isids nbovt not only what could

she wenteds?

swoy.

Vorard-

Spein 9% tires had

to te reste

be eafely taken but whet she gould

aay

Sone of the more cutepoken Fecclsts wanted to tee over

Sll of nortivest Africa, but the official presentation of Spain's de=
senes,

published

Political

>,

Etulles,

in tho

suumer of 1942

ty the Fetange'’s

was rolatively moderates

3. Hucdlton,

it desanded Gibreliar,

“Speaish Preece of impire,”

BAIL (April, 1944), 4666

Institute

Foreign Affairs,

,

Samar fiddleton, “Spain Verands Latin Americe,” Living Age,
CUCLIX (September, 1946), 10-1e

of

60

Tengler,
decert

wll of trench Morocco, cost of Algeris,

plus = bros

from the southern reaches of Algeria to the Atlantic

de Oroe

below Sio

Aliopsther ihese Spanish cleias azounted to sn area of land

ebout the same size a6 that of the United Sietess
given Spain the northwest corner of Africe
trol

strip of

the

sea

snd air youtes

Turope to Latin dasricas

through

inls would keve

fron whieh she coulé conq

the Yediterreacen

and

Suck denende show ULepanided

from western

in ite true

light ae @ pkilogophy seeking the conquest of lond.t?
Of Gli the dertinds sade. by Spain for the restoration of her fercer
expire,

probably

the nest justifiable war that aoncerning Gibraltere

Unfortuuetely for Spain the Second torld War probably made England
ieee dispoosd

thun ever to give up this fortresce

the pousssolon of Gibraltar that the positicns

it was only through

in the lMaditerrancsn

Svea wers supplied during the ware

During 19466 and 1961,

en incessant olemor for Gibralter.s

Even Franco referred to the "be-

Spain nade

guest of Gibraltar and the vision of africn” in @ specch, adding that
efter four Aungrad years Spain still hed an “etarnal obligations”

Ha

wus Slinding to the tostanent of ausen Isabel, who at the time of hor
death in 1504 ordered her daughter and son~in-lew, Joan end Philip, as
wall ae their heirs to the Gpenish throne,

elweys to “eep as part of

the royal patrinony "the city of Glbraltur with all thet pertsins to
Li» and neither to give it away nor alienate it from the crame”
until

L7BS

was this comand

dloregardec

whon

Gibraltar,

Winide, pe 113 Ham@lton, ops elts, pe 4060

ot

first captured

)

|

a
ty tho Spitish in 1701, was permanently ceded to England.

Although

.

Freneo mde the recovery of Gibralter 4 primary nim of Spain's foreign
poliay,

Spain made no effort to tale the Rack by military forco during

ihe Second Yerld Gar and to this any Lt rensins a British possesion.)
iponish demands for territory asrosa the Straits in Africs wore
slightly wore

suscesefule

Spain showed very Little interest

in Africa

before she lost her ompiree

Ay then she was hampered

ions of “nglend end Frances

Finally she did acquire rizhts to Spanish

Moroose

trying to conquer

bat

spent auny years

‘wally met with defeat from these tribese

the

by the possess-

RLPfL

and

contin«

it wae bacause of tis fight=-

ing theae Biffl tribes taat Franeo won his reputation.

Franco, ae well

és hia generals, was en Afrioantota and ever since the civil war bagan

nad pressed plane for an oapire in afrioa.!®
Suicing advantage of the impending collapse of Frenco, Franco
occupied

tne

international oity of teagier on dune 14, 1940 and tock

over the administration of tant oltye
Franco

this rignt on the pretext

The European Powera granted

of a threat

from Mussolini.

Franco

thon, in violetion of his-agresmeat, vent ahead end virtmliy liquidated all the international

although not formaily
sguare tiles nade

governuental machinery

in Tangier,

and

amexing thio international sone of about c25

it subjest to the Jews of Spanish toreccoe

‘tnoidental-

ly this wastthe first and only positive step taken by Spain and Franco

Unemilten, Ope Gite, ppe 4G4~55 Ee A. Peors,
Empire," Spectator, CLKV (August, 1940), 217.

Mspntitoa, ope cite, pps 465-6s

"Spain'a

Tream of

&

toward the fulfillment of their imperial ambitions as advocated in

their philocophy of diepanidad.2®
over Spain

Lieved

on dune

15th and

the exuberance of the rejoicing alt

16th suggested

that

the deronstvators

be-

that this occupation wae equivalent to a conquest and 99 sudh

it woe annownesd
oltias,

by the Spanish preses

crowds warched

ond other Jerre

through the aseeins and held mase weetinrs to

the ory of “Tangier for Spaine"
raported

In Medrid

to have said that

The Spenisk Uinister in Tengior one

he supposed the Spanish legation would not

teor that nemo much Longere

On dune 1dth, the Dierio Vasco remarked

ae it announced a public uesting, “Our glorious leader kar won the wor

for us snd is now going to win us an Bapire."*4
Although Spala was dseply concerned with the ostablishment of an
ompire

in éfrica,

the advocates of Lhe philosophy of Kispenidad cid

their greatest work and expected the most ocoporstion from the coun
tries of her former enpire in South snd Central 4mericae
was Givected
in its cnn

grest

in ite fullest

right

influence

hetween
cultural

Portugal

and quite

oxtent
apart

importsnce

Srazil.
toward

ward the United Statese

These

their

these

countrice.

fron ite Nasi-Faseist

in higgsnic Americas
and

towards

Hispanidad

backers,

& sinilar reletionship
mother countrien

former

colenies

Srain,

had

had

existed

o far freater

than England

had

to-

In Spain gone forty inetitutes were now ontabd-

13rpsq., ppe 468, 4053 Lloyd Kallen, “Franco's Hole in fer and

Pesce," Current History, V (Qotober, 1945), 157; Peerd, ope cite, p= 216s

Mreors, ops dites pe 216s
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lashod which were concerned with cultural
countrisae

fpuin

regarded

relations with the western

the Spanish-speaking émericsn

republics as

hor dusiness.45
Although

it woe nore

than a century ond a quarter aro that

the

Spanish-specking countries of South and Central Amerion mate thomecives
independent of thelr Lverisn overlorda,

nevertheless,

sent cay the mark and mould of Spain remaiinse
whare:

in the

atmosphere,

in the

language,

down to the pre-

Spain porsists overy~
in the custors and kabiis

1

of thought,

in the codes

of condust and ethios,

plow,

and the architectures

uppenr

iu,

in other

of one

it is-hard

to

In sore areng the innge of Brain may

realise

that a porson

in not

in Spain

Spain and Higpania 4nerica have always been very conscious

snothers

In this

connestion,

the University of Valladolid,
March,

1939

wrote

Julian Wario

Rubie,

president

iscue of the Franco magasine Spain:

Hationalist Spein is bound

to Latin America by a ‘etiite

« «It is icuortel

Rispsnioisse
It ie Spaln of the past once arcain placed on
route to mission in Latin Americas
Hationealist “pain doas
tuxe @ aingle step without considering tie zotherland and
America sinultencously; beosusa we want to triunph and con
in our ware in order to share the viotory with
aorose the Atlantig, and if necessary, to give

they may be savede

lcarieton deals,

De

of

in an article appearing in the

bond = the past, the present, and the future,

edslphia:

the

but Lt nover campletely fades fran the nietum:; whorcas

areas

itesis.2¢

in the Church,

the
not
Latin
juer

our brothers,
it to thes oo that

,

;

The Coming Struggle for Latin America (Phil-

dy 8 Lippinsete Cons USE}oe Teor Witdhston, Ope cite,

1S.

105, A, Phillips, “The Heritage
Travel, LAkXizs (Hareh, 1945), S-te

of Spain

in South Awerioa,”

WT paysa Efron, “Latin America end the Faasist "Holy

Annals of tho Ararioan Aoadeay of roisticel

(July, 1969), ppe Zuwle

and

Yoolal

Alliance’,"

doience, ecty

ne

G4

Thera were
language,

face,

differences

three ties which bound Spanish 4wericens to Spain:
and

religions

that naparated

Those

threo

Spanish izerios

Anglo-Saxon, protestant United Statens
wits

ease

cultura

ssung a poaple whose

wore

nuvspaper

*alengist motherland

The Spanieh Phalanx worked

languace,

religion,

propegonda,

Every

writton

iispanidad.

in Spanish

this

common

1839 when
numes,

language

shoved

it was deoread

statutes,

no penalty

and

for tre

the sail

and

of the
of

Italy, or the United

One of the very striking cesse whore

that all foreign

Faleare

magazine,

by Spaniards from a Spanish

ito importance wag

by-lewe

class

ine superior appssl

point of view, as compared with that fron Germany,
Stetee cannot be overemphasized.

and uppor

bao%,

for Latin Amerioa carriad

and advocated

the

from the Snglish-spsating,

purely a Spanish product »1€

leaving Spain

Falangist

inoldently sre axuctly

printed

in Argentina

argenizotions

in Spanieh which,

have

in Uey,
their

of course,

was

organization. 4?

Freneo arena in Latin America, being merbers of the Spanish rece,
Speaking

feith,

the

Spenigh

lenguage,

with o miliieristic

worshipping

Spanish motzerlend

penidad end Falenglen o doctrine

for wany Latin averioans.
Gloases ond clizuces

in the

Sponish Catholic

behind

them, hod

in iils-

thet undoubtedly possessed attractions

Thie wes pertioulerly true enong tha ruling

Apperently es @ result of France's victory in

165. B. Southworth end %. Ee Espy, "Frence in the Caribbean,"

ation,

CLE (Nevenber, 2660), G0G>

Weoutisorth, ope cite, pe LEZe
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;

Spain, which wae @ viclory against denccracy also, these groupe felt
that by adopting Falengist alogens end methods they could give thelr
power a new lease on life end stem the tide of dexocrasy

in their ovn

sountricso

Soaks used every possible deviso to tell the psople of Latin —
snerios

that tney ware not merely Bolivians,

Teruvians, Chileans,

tui also members of the mystic body of Biapanidad.
the Panlanx

counted very heavily upon tie

Bwpport

etce,

in this campaign,
of the Catholic

Cuurch whlch vas dominant throughout tilepanio “merloa as it was in
Spine

Tne political

trenendouse

ven

the

influence
best of

concedad

the

of ‘the Church

in Latin America was

the: Good-iieishbor

reactionary

experts

States

hustily

tumed

to less embarrassing affairs in Latin Americas

role of the Church

he useless to discuss politics in the Latin American
nativities

of the Church vere

The cooperation

in the
and

United
then

Yet it would
countries if the

ignored.*2

of the churshrien with the Falangists became an

entabliahed fact in Latin America with mony mombora of the olergy
acting as though they were Fatangist agents.

In publications and

through various public funstlons participated

in by the priests and

onuroh dignitaries, tho average Catholic was ande aware of his Church's
polities?

preferences

For exarple, 4 routine part of the procedure

at

uniformed Yalangist neotings was the field mags dedioated to the union

2Orpide, pe 15ls
Elipia., ps 182; vax Gispon, “Clerical Fascisa in Latin America,"

Hea Republic, CVI (February, 1942), 2326,

a

oa

a

oe
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of the

fascist organization

and the polltisal

church.

Prominent.

anong churshnen who taught the prinolples of iopentasa were damit

Father Julio Vertiz in Mexico, tho Arehbishop of the Province of Solta
in Argentina,
Santo

Father dora in Columbia,

Losas in danila,

‘of Hispanidad
ponided

and

the Churoh,

und Silvestio

Sanchoe

from the point of view approved
ite sgentse

They epréad

-

by the Council! of His-

the Franco government sent sLesionary

ami

the concept

Realising the Importance of such servico by

Cube, Gentral Anerica, Coluabie,
Franciocans,

the Sostor of the University of

fathera to Hexice,

and Venezuele.""

other missionary

and

taaaiting

‘the foninicans,

orders,

ds wall

as the

Jesuits, curried Lispanidad throughout Latin America taking if dlrect=
ly to the native tribes.

This teeoting of Hispanided was possible

teoause of the close relationship already dosorited
between

the Churoh

ond

Dispenidad.

From the very

rule in Letin America, Catholiolen went hend
Viseroy

carried

the peoplee

out

the

administrative

Uatholicism

the Chureh wae a cultures

in Latin

berinnine

of Ecanish

in glove with Spain.

duties, but

Ameries

in Chapter II

was more

the Church

The

ruled

then 9 relirion;

Because of thece conditions it can be easily

witerstood why the Church wae able to epread Wispanided and why the
Frenco government dic averything it could to support tre Church.2*
The close

relationehip between the Falenge end the Church was

once spain shown from the fact thet the Palange operated directly

22osecen, ope cite, pe 298; Gondi, op. olt., pe Ets
#Busoheel Kenny, "Hiepanided,"” Catholic ¥orld, CLVIL (Septenter,

104%), GOO; Phillipe, ops cite, pe Te
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from the Foreign Ministry in Madrid whereas the work of Spain's foreim
religious
this

missions wes directed

niniotry

with moabers

was orsetes
reprozenting

a0uneil wee entebiished,
felt
out

it was an
the

identical

o Suporior Couneii
all

es

ministry.

of Sponish

"ithin

“issions

the Spanish miselonsry orderse

Arriva,

ingortant

forser Spanish

from this

eapiree

fhen this

the chief Fulangist navwepeper

in crenting
How

s feeling

imnortent

Abroad

in Spain,

of unity through-

Yagoist

Spain considered

this couwil may ba judged by tha’ budget of the Foraign Hinistry ehiok
during

ihe focal year of 1941-1942 provided

190,080 peestas

for Spen-

ioh Heligioug Riasions Abroad out of gratefulness ‘for "the simniftcant
wore

ful

beins dei

by the

rekislous missions

aonsequencses dorlved

and influence abronde”

of ei

oreers

from that work for Spanish

and

(fascist)

the

fruite

action

This in reality was the Chursh vorting openly

with Spain's money to furthor ths causa of bath Spain and tho Church.@4
fhe church
one
pirt

side

of tao

of the

antiqdenooratic movenents was bub

support of fascist,
story.

charch thet

The other was the
good-will

yparsi ctent: demand

programe,

States, be left to Catholic efforts.

such

ag that

on the

of the

A

United

‘those who scceptad the philosophy

of Hiapanidad thought of it as standing for Catholiolem as against the
Protestantiom of the United States ani the Protestant micsionary active

tty in South azerioa.“5
Yo besone more Hisponic snd more Catholic

2¢otceen, gop shte,

implied auite as con-

pe 2820

25rpid., pe 2085 We Be Vriotol, "Aispanidad in South America,”

Forslen altairé, 441 (January,

1945), 321.

oh Op
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plete

reversal

Latin

#aerlee

tarning back

denanded
tie

of Historical
had

travelled

was

first,

fied
lean,

rood

to libsralic= and

philosophers

of Hisranidad

they assorted. that Latin America

had

to do

a reinterprets tion of ilepanio-Amerloan

the colonial

period

regarded

independance

ab & tragedy,

Valdivia,

had

Ltsolf of the avila whloh arose out of

that

Guamean

on the

Just as the

that Kuroge oleanse

they wanted

vlolding

a long way

not oasye

Renaissance,

trends for Sispanio America as for Surope.

wag

superior

ilkeeise.
nistory<

to the modern,

nob as s triunpie

Hispania
An the

dex~

roearked:

Spain gave us our life; but thia life miscarried from the
boginninge
Ghat could have bean an uninterrupted and free progrese bagase decline and slavery.
The tragedy of Spain «as our
tragedys

The distntegration

of the

greatest empires

« «threw

4

shadow over the satrovolis and cast the coloniss “inte absolute
derkngase « efho Liverty taught ue is false. » Democyaay is
faleoe « sit Le necessary to tear ont all, absolutely all, the
principles by whioh wo are accustomed
« e o@ huve a miesion to accomplish:

ourselves into Hispanig life.
DESTINY OF HISPARIDADS*9

the

auecean

66 Wave but one destiny:

of Hispanided depended

traditional

values.

Letin

true

lignt,

se the

destroyer

hole

to tradition waro

America

had

of the

tho trus

to raguletea our existance.
the reintegration of

uson
to he

Hispanic

the

THE

restoration

ehovn

Liboraliem

traditions

Piece

Iturbide,

Aleman,

Ghile was called

26s erie,

o + Gitv,

Mexico, pre eee

Gonta

Ane,

Haxinilian,

upon to condemn

(quoted

155), pe 4770

in

tts

The greatest

Sidalso, Morelos,

Horiao, Guerrero, and worst of ail, Senite Juaree of texicoe
were

the

Those who

sons of Hispanic America.

evils came from those who introduced Liberalism:

of

“iramon,

Henuel Sales,

and

The heros

Forfirlo

Oigeins,

from Gueman Valdivia, Destino de

Usne

;

6s

i

wel Bilbco, and ihe ilberal unc demcerstic parties.
Revolution
-Rivadevie

was anathematized,
cast

portrayed

as villianse

ss an enemy

populor eduostions

with

Yariano,

@lterdi

of Argentine

argontinn'’s Bay

Yoreno,

and

was condemned

lernordine

and Soraienioc

for odvecating

Swnigraticn

und

‘The dictator Roses was exalteds Sintlar oonolu-

gions were sponsored in 41 the other latin 4rerioan nations by the
ELepanidad

sgentse

‘the Riepaniea

nations

had

to realize

that what

they

necéed most, their guide for the fubure, wes found in tteir own paste“?
Ruserleniiy
theless,

the overseas Falenge was not too lwpressive.

the Falangist propagenda made great strides and

bullt upon tho emotion of racial
aristocracy,
exalt
The

to ihe cultured

but exceedingly
Felunclets

for every

Latin Amerlosn

tile

it appealed

etrongly

religioun mystics, end

influsneiel

followed

pride,

circles

growths

countrye

in tie

infiltrated

Spenich

by eetedlicking
Beaause

of the

sineo

Never-~
it exo
to the
into

nations 22

pravincial
identity

chicls

of lanrusre,

religion, Sumbiy connections end einilerity of tradiilons, these rroupe
ainsi

® position

te oxercise

snd contrsl overnnents,
the Pailippines,

tronendous

Sg weil. ce on the people,

United Statens”?

importance of Hicpanidad

=Thirrie, ope Gite,

Toe.

on entire

pe

local

in Letin Americs,

tlie United Sintes rerritory of Fuerte Fico,

certain portions of continental
The reel

influence

and even

:

firat cone to the attention

cf

a7Te

oliver, ope oltes ps Bibs

ee

29.ye1 Plonn, Wind in the Olive Sireee (Hew York! Soni and Goer,
194%),

pe PAS
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United States obssrvers who were attending the Havans Conference
duly,

14G.

they wore

startled

out of thair Nonroo

cency when the Argentine aelognto maneuvered
Gecspting
daritys

Lootring couple-

the Unlied “tates

Seficus restrictions on a Sioiaxation

of houLephers

and

individual

basan

its work of uniting

Felangist

organizations

to join

these

the activities

in Latin Ameriecne

cans whe were Spantards or who still

soli~-

orgunizations,

hed relatives
or elas,

and

ralds

iy bubs,

Falengs

Mexies,

branches

ani

Fanaa,

Latin

Anerie

in Spain wore

incidently

it wos dleclosed

ine

there

ware

In subsequent
that

some

250

kad basen established on this eide of the Atlantic

prior to the formation

of the Cowell

Cubs,

36 in Vile,

57 in Argontina,
sent

of ali the
All

four million Spaniards in bLstin america at thet timee

had

into

The following November the Congajo de Nispanidad woe created

in Madrid

vwited

in

out nunerous

agents

sven

the Spanieh Sivil Yar to contact
obtain their supserte

of Bispanided, insluding 75 in
and 4 in the Philippinese

before

leeal

he had ‘exnsenafally

reagtlonary groups

Yrasco
concluded

in order to

kn Puarto Riso our State Nepartcwnt discovered

thai the Falange bad givon impetus to an independence movement which
illogically pledged allegiance to Spain .30

After tha erection of the Council of Hispanidad, the ‘slanrist
activities

in Latin Jmertesa assumed

noves made ty the Gounpil wae
who had

shogn

the moot

interest

a new aspaate

to invite absut
in

the concept

Yao

of tho

First

twenty Spenish Americans
of Hispanidad

to Spcine

B0enls, ope cite, pps LilWZ3 Oliver, ope cites ype Hit-7-

4

ae
-

eat

1

_ From Spain vell-known
offteial

wisaions,

like

tie

and Uruguay.

ona

for

ing

an

to Cubs,

ty theee men in spreading

resident

Gpanierds was contained

to “exiles,

#06

paseed

inetruotions

followe:
crosted

or dfietridated

of mouth

by word

sigsutaued

by tio Falonpo

eouinteios shone

"Cresie

Give the grostest

proparenda

Among

forme

in printed

Sxterior

for Spaniards

Sa 108

wae

one

the

as

they must be

and thelr conneotion muat be hidden

by one means or anotnor,

in those

Mazaa, who

abroad:

"nere there ure no official falangist groups,

under the nave of Heurths of Spain,
noms,

rule

feasoiet orgenizations

fine Folanpist

you aro.”

even make

an?

in the words of Sunohsa

palitical alé to the national

country where

of the

sn

tro propaganda of Hispanidad amone

Aiviszion among Spaniarde hostile to the Falenge.e
activa

to

visit

The cardinal

Juon Harsh.’

Sf iret director of the falangist activities

possible

or

sending a poet to Arrentina,

immigrant

"fixer"

followed

waa the

in Peru,

Pexan's

of Jose Moria

types,

uncultivated

of the internations!

use

the Plasrro Centenery

either on

The France sovernment used for its surposes

individuals of widely different
advanturer

sent to Latin America,

in the cuce

as

capacity,

in a private

Argentina

Falanglot were

Houses of Spain,

geverncents

ere

not

or some siztier
inclined

to toler-

ste offical Falange activitys"®2
Hispanidsd develored many media of expression throughout Uispanio
Amores

fone

these

of

huva

boen

mentioned;

others

are

worth

notinge

womens

"lost atol, Ope
Oliver,

Cite,
Ope CLE:

S2eondi, Ops

pe ¥12;

Cite,
pe Si9.

Gite,

pe

Gaze

Cite,
Gondi, Spr ott

ppe

G2-3,

Gh;

.

%

In uaxico, the wookly, La Kooian, corried roguler articles ottecking

liberalism and dexcorsoy, upholding whet night be dencribed as ontiUnited States

ideology.

Leoturs, a sont-nonthly review, was more

sub=

tle but cerricd the some things Bl Sinsrquists and Orden, officiel
orgeno

of the Sinurguists movement expressed

liberalism and demooracye

Abside aleo gave

the same contenpt for.
ite support;

end

not tne

leact important. of the Mexican periodicals working for Wippanidad were
Oreze and FE} Nombre Libre,

two of the most prominent 2onan Catholse

pepero.25

te

Colombia,

also,

Szerioa Espanola,

hed

o strong contingent

;

of Hispanidad savonatens

published by Ge Forras Troconie in Barranquilla,

was

one of tho forenout. Wore widely read was the influenciel deily, 51

Siglo, officiel organ of the Conservative Party end edited by the
party's leader,
States,

leureano Goses.

enti-liberal,

Ite pagds were

filled with enti- United

and pro-Hispenidec sentiment.

Other publications

in Colombla which favored the Falenge and Hispunidad were la
Hedellin;

Falenge,

Berranquille;

and sore important,

Irediston,

the Revista Javer-

34
fans, organ of the Ponrifica Universidad Cetolica Jeveriana of Bogata+

Argentina

publicstiona.
Principios,

had perhaps the lergeat contingent of Pro Falengist

among these were:

and the Catholic

Arribs, El Pampero, Clarinada, Los

fapor, Criterio.

Host,

if not etl the

comtrics of Latin Amerios, hed such pro-Hiopanided publications, as:

SSpirrio, ops cite, pe 66ie

Strotd.

!

=

.

7%
frriba Eopons,

Hevana;

Amanecer,

Sento Poxingo;

Arriba Espana,

La Paz;

Arrite Eepsne, Poneme) Avence, Sen duan, Forte Riso} srribe Espana,
Fauador; Unidad, Lima; dors
Rico; Arriba,

Sullena,

ula, Hogotas Cera al Sol, Ponee, Fuorto

Perus Care al Eol,

Hew York; and Unided,

Hexioo.

Still other newcpopors cud reviews throughout “atin émerice printed
pro-Falonge, pro-liiepenidad,

anti~liberel, and anti-demooratic mator-

fela without devoting themselves exclusively to this propagenda.@?
Argontina, Franco's “fellow-noutral® during the Second Forld ter,
corved as tho prinojpal link between the Axle Kations and the Falengiot
network

in the Americane

The reactionary and fecciet-minded

government

of Argentine willingly became the hemisphere sounding-board and releypoint for Hiepanided and other Axio inepired propaganda coming from

Hadpid.s

In Buenos Aires, an organization mow

as tho "Grrenising

Comittee for tho First Congress of Hispanic~dnerican Culture” was
cateblishsd

for coordinating dzie and Folonge ‘propaganda and Hispanidad

ootivities under the sponsorship of the Argentine Government with the
support of weolthy Gpaniarde and prominent representutives of the
Church,

Minded

bureaucracies,

the political

groups in most of the

and

lsndowming

and other

Latin American countries.

pro-Axie

A steady

stroam

of Yalengist propaganda poured inte Franco heedquarters in Argentine
which

was

sent

froa

there

to ull

the countries

of Latin daeeion,

into Maxica, the only one of these nations which never reoonnized
Franco's regime 56

S8yyia., pps 461-2.
36pienn, Ope

bac

ites

ppe 253-60

even

.

1%
The propaganda

in Argentina was very inteness

In no other South

American country did Franco carry on his aotivities #0 boldly.

Jose

Coll, a rich industrialist, was the official head of the Falenge, and

his organization received preferred attention from the Instituto Ibero‘Americano of Berlin and the Consejo de Hispanidad of Madrid.
majority

of the

printed propaganda

was manufaotured
twenty

per cent

printed

in Berlin
of the

in Buenos

in German

propaganda

Aires.

dietributed
printing

The

in Argentine ond
houses.

came directly

Uruguay

Only about

from “pain

That which was printed

-

or was

-

in Buenos Aires was

subsidized by the Geruan Embassy.°?
Uruguay,
ae well

Guatemala,

Salvador,

ag other Latin “American

and Hicaragua,

all ruled by tyrants,

nations, not only allowed proparzanda

to pass freely, but hastened to help Franco's revolution .and do evorythey could to support
congratuletions
to enter

became

cause.

their

hie cause.

to him and
harbors.

Uuring the civil war,

refused

In ese

to allow Spanish

of the cowmtries

Srazil

sent

government vessels

the Zadrid

legations

foci of Franco spy-rings and cached ammunition to aid the Frenco

Many of these nations bought arms in the United States which

they intended

to ship to Franco and provided him with the information

which aided him to capture supply vessels of the Spanish governmont,
while they continued to maintain relations with the Spanish governzont.
In these
the

cause

seme countries everything was done which would
of the Loyalistss

SToondi, ope oltes po 68

As soon as it wae possible

interfere with
all

these

;

emetile 1a

76

countries except Mexico recognized the government: of Franco.®2
In

Argentina,

Hispenio nations

interest

in the

ides

of forming

for political, cultural,

2 dloo

and economic

of the

’

purposes was

found smong some of the extreme nationalists, certein of the Catholic —
elergy,

and a fox lay Catholics-outside

strictly nationalist oiroles.

The real intercet in Hiepanided was limited te two or three of ithe.
most Catholic of these groups.

These groups were composed of young

intellectuals who came from well-to-do or rather avistooratio femilies.

Their interest in Hlepanidad was in conneotion with their strong eppo~
sition to liberalien, demooracy,
American

imperialiem.

Masonry, dewry, and British and Worth

In their admiration

of the former expire

thoy

always kept in mind the old Viccroyalty of the Ric de le Plata by

which they would annex the comtrles of Uruguay, Paraguay, and Bolivias”?
Although
always

it

is a well

on the

closest

nom

fact

that the Argentine

relations with

Franco

Spain,

Administration was
it is difficult

to

say to whet extent it had any real interest in Hispanidad os 9 politieal

concept as taught dy -the Felongists .“°

The hesdquarters of the Felange in the Caribbean area was Cuta
with

ite more

than

seventy

Falangist

orgenisat@one.

Fersons

inquiring

for facts about the Falange throughout the Caribbean aree were referred
by Franco diplomats

to Arriba Eepans,s

seh ea1s, Ope Gltes

ps 1640

8gristol, op» cite, pe S17»
40;nid., ps 210

«Ss

the

official

Phalanx

publication”
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at

Havana.

were

Falangist agents

found

until

1940,

in Guba.

Blue

the time

headquarters

From December,

of the Havana Conference,

the

-

1938,

Phalanx was

in Havana with armed, uniformed members guarding

Cuban anti-fasciste
Shirts

vec

‘Throughout this period the Phalanx still maintained

its headquarters
doors.

to the

functioning os far avay as Hew York.

July,

banned

responsible

vore

undergoing

reported it as an open
constant military

walis.*)

gy

its

seoret that those

eee behind

monastery

sail

The Phalanx in Cuba, which was compoacd of about fifty thousand
members,

«ade

to do with
called

many members

thelr

of persons who ordinarily

organization

4uxiiio Social,

by means of a nominally

or Social

Aid,

which

had

would

keve

‘

nothing

humanitarian

body

127,000 persons as

pledged contributorss ‘The inoome of the Auxilito Sooiel in Cuba ran
as high as 150,000 @ month, but whet percentage of this went for
chsrity,

propaganda,

or to repair war damage in Spain is unknown.

Through this orgonization

a mailing list was created which was bon-

barded with propagsnde from the gpanieh, Oerman, and Italien lepations.*#

The Phalanx was intent on reminding the Cubsne of their Spanish
heritage end of Franco's interest in their welfare.
it was

responsible

In this endoavor

for the education of some of the Cuban children,

sponeored visits to Spain, and shipped Franco propagenda to Cuba con-

tinually.

During the summer of 1940, the agents of Franco compiled —

with local

aid a huge catalogue containing the nemes, birthplaces,

4“Isouthworth and Espy, ope Oite, pps 500-1.

48pias

17

finoncos, and politics of all Spaniards on the islend.
required
based

This date was

by the Franco government apparently for a blackmail

on a technique made notorious by the Nasis.

anti-facciet were warned to change their politics

racket

Cubans who wero
if they did not want

their relatives in Spain to suffer. Similar ‘pressure on New World - business men and on men with property in the old country brought the
Phalanx a considerable
During

of General
chief

summer

of 1940,

the news cars

Riestra, Consul General

of the Falange,

government
three

the

flow of contributions.“°

a carbon

out that

in the

in Cuba for Franco as well as Cuban

copy of .a reauisition

upon

for military equipzent for five thousand men,

arned

veesels,

In Colombia,

residence

and anti-aircraft,

certain important

was

the

Franco

five bombers,

found 44

elemonts

among the Conservatives,

who formed the chief party of opposition to the liboral administration,
were active proponents of a Catholic,

in tune with the Franco aoanapis

closely

Hispanidead,

Laureano Gomez,

anti-United States,

anti-liberal,

Connested with

the leader of the Conservative Farty, was a group of

young Conservatives

far to the Right who styled themselves the Acadeale

Caro and gave mush attention ‘to Hispanidad in the review which they
published,

entitled Revista

Colombiana,

which

showed

great

Haoztu and Palengist Spain.*9 —

48ins4.,

Pe 6O0l.

441 1ver, Ops sites,

pe

5463

453riatol, ops cites ‘pe 519s

Plenn, op- cite,

pe 244.
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The

interest

taken

in Hispanidad

in Peru

showed certain

oharacter-

istics different from those of the movement as it existed in the other
Latin American countries.
nor his writings,
considerable

there the movement did not stem frou daeztu

but went beok somewhat further and represented

extent

a resotion against the

Leftist

ond

to a

Indianist cur=

ront rother than agsinet liberalism. Tho Indianist moverent, sought
to exalt the Indien and his civilization while denouncing Spain's
colonial

effort

policy

in Amorica,

seeking

in this manner

to advance the political and sootal

in Peru at the

expense

porters of Hispanidsd,

of the

to justify

conditions of the

ruling white class.

the

Indians

The Peruvian

sup-

who were whites belonging to the social aris-

tooracy, were anti=liberal, but they used the enti-liberal teachings
of Hispanidad to comter the assertions and oleims of tte Indianists
more

than to attack liberalism aa suohe

hie

group sought to justify

the continuance of white supremacy by exalting Spain's contributions
to Foruvian civilization and picturing her activity during the colonial
period

in eo very favorable

siderable

sist

light.

intellectual

Although they were persons of con-

and political

influence

in Lima,

the

highest governzental authorities did not support their cause with
equal

interest.*9

3

|

hen tho Feruvion governaent invited the Spanish delegation to
wisit

Feru

for

toe celebration

the ai scovery of the Amazon,

of the

four

hundredth

anniversary

of

their aim was not to promote Hispanidad,

but rather to gain Spanish support for Peru's claims in her boundary

ASoriatol, ope cites ppe 319-20.
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conflict

with

Kouador 47

Epaint & great
panided

bles

ammunition,
vince

interest in making Peru an active

1s shown

by the

sending

of two vessels,

part of the Hise
laden with arms,

and men to some remote port in the southern coastal

of Teona, Peru.

pro-

The principal cargo of one of the ships was

airplanes and parts which had been used by the Germens in the Spanish
Civil war.

Sone of this materiel may heave found its ay

border into Chile.*®
In Uruguay,

over the

:

Luis Alberto de Herrera, who wae the leader of the

Chiot

party

of opposition

fevor

of Hispanidad,

to the administration,
did

but of a rather

Vague

type.

He

some talking
invoked

in

it especial-

ly when he was opposing cooperation with the United Stetes and calling

ettention to Yankee imperialism as he did when atteoking the idea of
Worth American cooperation in the establishment

of bsses

in Uruguay.

One section of Herrera's party, which was headed by Heber,

showed

interest in a more clear-cut concept of Hispanidad directly in harmony
with the wishes.of the Franco regime and so did a emall number of
extreme nationalists and a number of the Cetholic political
ttiiguiy:
mainod

Still those who supported Hispanidad

a definite

in its true

sense re-

minority «#9

Regardless of the nunber of supporters which it had,
of Hispanidad

party in

continued

their activities.

“7Bristol, ops cites p> 5206

S8o1iver, ops oltes ppr 548-9:
*nristol, ops alte, pe S20.

the scents

Even when the Nazi diplomat

&0

was

obliged

to leave his

post

a

in Wontevideo,

this did not

interfere

with the continued efforts of the totalitarian powers for agente of

the Spanish Phalanx took his place and continued hie subversive activ-

ities .50
“In

portance

Paraguay,

ac it did

inspiration

tispenided

did not gain ao similar

in neighboring Argentina.

position

of im-

A few groups drew some

from the Spanieh Falangiem and favored a sovernment for

Paragucy somewhat on the order of the Franco regime in Spaine

|

However,

the nationalists in Asuncion drew their ohief inspiration from the

traditions of Paraguay iteelf during the period prior to 1870.5

The sctivity of the Felangiate in Puerto Rico, the United states
possession

on the edge of the Caribbean,

coneldering

ita importance

for the defense system of the United Statea, was remarkable.
considered

so important

partwent. was

by the United States

established

there

in 1939.

that a new

Yet

the Phalanx

It was

Military
remained

BDe=so

atrong that Congressman Js Parnell Thomas of the Dies Committes made

the following comment concerning thie organisation:
Opinion

tnat if the National

“It is my personel

Socialist Party of Germany, ie attempting

to make inroad in Puerto Rico it ie through this organisation.”
organisation
as ths

agent

in Fuerto

Rico was

of a foreign

registered with

principal

giving

This

our Stato Department

its essential

purposes

aids to dictressed Spaniards, the creation of an “impartial”

as

stete of

505. A. Vayo, "the Fate of Latin America," Nation, CLII (warch,

1941), 344.
Slgristol, ops cites pp» S20-1+
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mind

among Puerto Ricans toward Spain, and the development of com

merce between Spain and the United States.

objective,

Of course,

its actual

the return of Puerto Rico to Spanish ownership, went .un-

mentioned «52
Of the

five

thousand

Spaniards

in Puerto Rico,

moat

of them were

members of the Falenge, although the nuaber publicly svowing their

affiliation did {911 off as tho international situation grew more’
tenses

The

Ponce,
Juan

headquarters wero

Mayaguez,

and Caguase

at San Juan,

with

local

chapters

at

It wae continually reported that San

served.as a clearing houes for Horth Amorican hand grenades and

ammunition going to Franco under the label of “Pottery - Czechonlavakiae"”

Despite the poverty of the island and in disregard of the

Ualted Stetes enbargo,

this island continually furnished war material

for Franco during the civil wars
American

society

during, tho wars

The upper class of Spanish and

in Puerto Hico was one hundred

per cent pro-Franco

But even more startling than the members or activities

'.0f the Falonge xeubers was the official toleration of those activities
by American
by

the

officialdom.

United

in the

See.

States military and civil

attitude of the

two bishoprics

This cordiality toward

with

Catholio

Church.

the Falenge

officials
This

both dioceses directly

island

its counterpart
was

responsible

Wonsignor #illinger hed a Franco coat of ars

painted

had

displayed

to

divided

into

the Holy

upheld by angels

on his chapel during the war, and both men wade a habit of

S2soutnworth and Eepy, op: cite,

pe 502.
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blessing Franco rallies,

at whieh blue coated Phalanx members were

the most conspicuous attendantse

Nany of the island's priests were

Spaniarde.and wore their Phalans inaignia over thoir cassooks
.©>
Although
a citizen
.

ship.

the Phalanx Abroad was composed principally of Spaniards,

of another

In Fuerte

citisen

country

oocasionally

rose

to a position

of leader-

Rice there was an example of thie in the American

Alfonso Miranda Esteve,

who beoarme provisional

head

Phalenx on this igiend.&

of the

'

In tlexLoo there was a movement similar in many ways to Hispanided.
This was the reaotionary Sinarquista movement, which in reolity was
sponsored

Fronts

by the Felange and was a Hexicen version of the Christian

‘the leader of this movement was Salvador Abasoal.

quista anvensat waged a continuous sintisdqnoarséie,

‘The Sinar-

anti-american, and

anti=illied campaign which made ‘dangerous headway during, the Second
World Yar along the Rio Grande and among the Spanish-speaking war
workers

in tho Southwest and other sections of the United States.

This movement even received the support from somes of the Cetholic
Churehes

in the United Statess

the Hovembor
dioceses,

The Reve Jerome P. Bollend writing in

8, 1941 iseve of the Tablet,

wanted

Americen Catholios

that

the orgen of the Brooklyn
the Ginerquista

movement

"gay be described as a movement of the Bight deeply rooted in Catholic
spirituality and philosophy,

S3rbid., pp» 508=5-

S4ibid., ps 600:

recognizing the evile from which modern

83.
‘society is suffering end proposing practical
remedy,

Of course,

was

fasolea,

preferably

remedics.
Glerical;

. ."

The

but the

impor-

tant fot to note here was the open support of a movenent dodiosted
to the destruction of demoorany and filled with hetred for the United
States.

Other

support

for this movement came from the News

Service

of the National Catholic Welfare Conference and the influencial

'

Jeoult weettly in Bl Paso, Texas, Revista Catolica.55
In an effort to put the philosophy into a more foroefal position,
military

supplice ware sant to Xexico in Spanish: vessels.

Three of

these ships were able to reach a port in Guatemala where they were
met

by Hazi ind Teaiea

the

Stato

of Chiapas,

agents who had

lended

cargoes

Mexico, near the Guatemalan

interests were aubstentiale
which

their

transhipped

border where

to

German

These three veeselu, as well as tho two

in southern Feru,

reputedly were

filled sith aray officers

serving Frenoo's government and were deployed Shroaghout exioo, Contral and South America to participate in the Fslenrist crusade .58
The Failippine Ielands, having

been a part of Spain's former

empire, algo came within the territory sought to be regained by the

advocates of fiispanidad.' In 1989, the newspaper Arribe Bopana in Hadrid gave the Falengist belief concerning these islands in on erti-~
clo fleying President Roosevelt for his exploitetion of the Philippines:
We

fallen

should

not bo surprised

that,

where

have

Spaniards

(in the Philippines), there are still seeds that may

becore a8

eamnid

ae

ruins of the Empire.

The Spanish world

BEgissen, op. cite, ps 2833 Plenn, op» cits, pe 254.
5601 tver, Ope Gite, ppe

46-9.

;

is afoot, and, marching forward, it greets the Fhillppine Islands
ae.the yenguurd of our unity and of our destiny under Ya leyan

. 6kies.®

to the

penetration

Japanese

in

in these

their

capture

islands

became

of Manila

perssoution of Americans and pro-Allied nativess9®

and

of great materitheir arrest

has revenled the role that Jose dol Castano,

consul-genersl

in Manila

of the

Felange

in the collapse of the olvilien. defense

played

in the

sycten

himself

shoved Spain's position when he sent a message

lotions

to the head

of the Japanese

and

Allan Chase in his

book "Falenge”

and heed

Se

al aid

Falangist

ouppet government

Spanish

Philippines,

there.©9

Franco

of congratuin the Philip=~

pinese 60

The Fhalonx also was active

inside the borders of the United

- States, espcoially in areas where lerge Spanish-speaking groups were
found.

Certain elements within the Catholic Churoh were very active

in carrying out this propaganda and blessing Fascist-Falange movewents
in the countries
domand

for

south of use

groater

Catholic

Included

participation

grams of the United Stetes.5!
panidsd

in this was the increasing
in the

good-neighbor

pro-

the Falenge preached its gospel of His-

through three publications printed

in this country, Sp2in and

Cora al Sol, which were monthlies, and Espana Nusva, a weekly.

‘The

BTuiddleton, ope site, pe 15s
SSpienn, op: ofte, pe 282+

59,l1en Chase, Falenge:

Siew York:

Tho Axis’ Secret aray in the Amerioas

Futnas eooe Tee)

SOienilton, ops oite, ps 458.
los seen, Ops Olte, pe 2dz«

SS
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monthlies were
York

and

published

by the

Spanish

edited by the Falangist

director

of this itedry:

teresting

Library

Javier Gayton

Spain was published

of Information
de drjola,

in Hew

who was also

in English and an in-

item connected with this publicution was the large number

of contributors with striking Irish nemese
export and

Almost all of the Spanish

import houses in this country were invited to advertize

in

these

organs and did so obediently, which was similar to the conditions

which

existed

in Cube

and Hoxicoe

tho Franco government subsidized
States

In order

to complete

its

coverage;

nightly broadonsts to the United

of Falangist philosophy via Radio Hational Salamanca, Station

EaQ Madrid

and Transradio Aranjuez .o%

As 2 conclusion

to this

chapter

concerning

Hispanided

in action,

it might be well to point out that under all the grandiloquent Falangiet talk of spiritual and cultural empire,

the Axis and Spain

vest military preparations in the Latin American countries.

hed

In Brazil

alone, it has been estimated that the Axis could have mobilized a
force in excess of 600,000 men, all fully equipped with war materials;
this was aside from the large Japanese contingent

Faulo.

in the State of Sao

The seme estimates place about 250,000 potential armed men in

Argentina, 32,000 in Chile,

10,000 in Paraguay,

and from 2,000 to

5,000 each in Bolivia, Colombia, ‘Venezuela, Equador,

Cubs,

-

and Uragusye

Horth of the Panama Canal, there were at least 16,000 disciplined
Nazi,

the majority of them in Gustemale and Costa Rica.

G2usaaleton, ope oites pp» 15-46

Mexico was

86
believed

to have

a potential

forae

of 15,000 linzic,

under experienced

officers who hed served in Suropean campaigns.
If the Axis Nations had been more successful during the Second
fiorld dar,
eonflict,

so that Spain would hsve joined them in sctual military
there

is Little

doubt but what Hiepanided

would

have really

‘been in action, the militery action of reuniting Spain's former empire.
4s it was,

Siepenidad

as a philosophy of action died with the defeat

of the military forces of the Axis Hations,
of fiazi

Germanye

especially with the defeot

CHAPTER IV
THE WEACTIONS

It is the picaaad

of this final chapter on the philosophy

penidad,

always bearing

portant,

its

results
two

ment

of Hiepanidad.

different

opposing

actiona,

opposing.
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in mind ite background,

to try to estsublish
These

reactions,

positions,

those

its principles and actions.

of time also beoones

the

of His-

purpose, and most
reactions

of course,
favoring

will

to ard

the

fall

into

Hispanided

In this consideration

& matter of great importancee

and

im

those

the ele-

Since Hispani-

dad could only be successful in ite fullest extent if the Axis flations
were victorious,

the reactions to the philosophy

fore have to be divided again:
years when
once

the Axis liations wore

of Mispenidad there-

its most promising period in the
and its losing ground

susceasful

series of victories.

the Allied military forces began their

In

thie chapter the attempt will be mide to show the reactions to Hispanidad,
the
Axis

especially among the Latin American ations,
relationship
Nations.

between Hispanidad

and

always remembering

the military

success

of the

:

l

From the very beginning of thie movement there were evidences of
violent

opposition as well as the very strong

the aristocracy,

and the intellectualas

supporting this movement were discussed
ite actions with

little

thought

support of the Church,

In previous chapters tnoce
in connection with its Philos-given

to those who

opposed,

ophy

and

‘dts

An example of the latter comes from ‘one. of the believers in the

older

liberal

Hispanismo,

Fe Carmona

fiencleres

who

declared:

Hispenidad is part of the Wasi concept of the world.
It was
broadcast over America with the aid of the Theooratic-Fascist regime imposed on Spain by the recent civil ware « siispanidad Le

the reconquest of Ibero-America for Spains

Not just any Spoin,

but. for Theocratio-Falangist
Spain. « eft is a spiritual

recon-

qvest in principle, and material reoonquest when intornational
conditions are right.
Spain declores herself an Empires and do-

wands her ox-implre.
Hispanidad represents a retrogression to
the status quo ante 1600; at least. But Hispanidead is something
more than Fascism:
it is Spanish Fasoiem for Ibero-American
Fascists.
Yes.
Hispanidad, Creole Fascism:
suoh it is, whether
we like it or nots « «In other words, in addition to despotian,
oruelty, stupidity, bullying, hunger, terror, desperation, etc.,
Bispenided is aomething else. « -It is Theocracy.
It has been

imposed by 2 cynical, ambitions and belligerent Church in the

name

of political

Catholiciem.

It is with

reason

that Spsnish

:'

. history. « «may te! interpreted as a fight of the State to constitute itself in opposition to the Roman Church. « «It is
apparent

at a glence

that Hispanidad

Peninsula the premise
of Fesoleme

Yothiag

introduced
auccects

projected

from the Therian

intreduced there by the triuaph

like

success.

And what

triusphed

in Epain is trying now, wrapped in sheep's clothing of Hispani-

ded,

to

slip

éefinition.
The Spanish
and constant
promise

into American

Hispanided
immigrants

influence

of a Franco

political

life.

From this

in binding the New World with the Old.

vietory

Among

these

in Spain during

the

Spanieh Civil

of Portugel to Jasi influence hed ite effects
immigrants

there

wore

two groups

during

found material

It is interesting to note thot the

success,

13. wy. Diffie,

1

war pro-

just as the
on Brezil.one

other supported

iomigrants who

as many did in the South American

“the Ideology of Hispanidad,"

The

the civil war,

group supporting Franco and hence Hispanidad while the
the Loyalists.

our

taste.

in the Rew World exarted a considerable

moted a dictatorial reaction throughout Hispanic america,
suteission

coras

is Fascism seasoned to the Creole

Quoted

countries,

fron ¥, Care

Jamo y Hispanidad,” Cuadernos americanos, III

"R
Capo deker 1962), 48-655], Hiepanio Anertcen Hietorlae! Neview, XXIII

mona

(October, 1945), 478
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most generally

supported Franco, whereas those

immigrants who remained

poor, 25 was usually the onse in the United States,
the Loyaliat
up

largely

sities

aid
where

of

side.

«any

lendowers,

people,

who went

in order to send

the struggle
of the
these

immigrants
influenclal

support,

Spaniards

so far aa to go without

funds and hospital

of the Loyalists.

to swing official
Franco.

In New York there was a large Spanich colony made

of poor
life

remained loyal to

supplies

the

neces-

back

to

In tne South American coumtries

became wealthy
porsons

merchants,

used their

large

bankers,

and

economic

power

already very disposed, more decidedly to

in these countries who felt otherwise were terror-

ized into ellence, frequently with the help of the various governments.”
During

the Spanish Civil

at least one organization
Spaniards,

in esoh

these organizations
the name

of Falange.

of pro-Faecict

Espanole
Espanol

War and

immediately

after there

existed.

of the Falange, msde up mostly of resident

Latin Americen

country.

But

after that conflict

gradually ceased thelr activities,

et least under

In sowe cases they were succeeded by organizations

Spaniards under different names

such as the Funacion

in Yontevideo, the Gasa de Espana in Buenos Aires, the Hogsr
in Sao Paulo, and the Circulo de Acocion Espanola in Santiago

de Chiles" The first two of these ume to an end early in 1942: while
the effectiveness of the group in Chile deoreaseds
- aotivity

oscurred for various

reasonse

in

This decline

In the first place,

the inter-

est ond enthusiasm among the Falangiste themselves naturally sagged
é

phia;

*Corieton Beals, The C

Struggle for Latin America (Philadel-

J. 5. Lippinaott Ode, Tate] pe 160; Edwin Ryen, ““Hispaniemc"”

Yesterday and Today,” Conmonweal, XXKIII (March, 1941), 555-6.
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somewhat after the fighting in the Spanish Civil War was over.

The

political atmosphere in Latin America became less fevorable to Falan-

gist ideas after the outbreak of the Second world War.

‘The sevore

treatment of the Spanish Republicans by Franco's government since’ the
end

of the civil war and the continual

ate

certain

aroas

in the

Latin

American

tal of empire tended to aliencountries.

One

of tho

chief

factors which turned South American hearts against Franco was his
apparent

entering

into the

Axis

orbit.®

The olesrly political iden of Hispanidad ae it was promoted by
the

Franco

ligious

rogize,

import,

relatively

or the

were

suall

related

accepted

groups

and

thorefore

position,

social
wore

@ great deat

promoted

in South America
generally

of their

Catholics.

political

or significant
important

following

intellectual

influence,

ability,

those
than

in thelr influence

re~-

by only

there was little popular or eeneral

ag a result

more

having

zealous

it did not win a large numerical

so,

Even

-Americae

of Hispanidad

of intellectuals,

In this type of Hispanidad,
eat,

end

concepts

interin Latin
good

snall groups
their numbers

would indicate4
in form
The Catholic Church was @ very Anfluencial organization
ing reactions
cultural,

to Hispsnided.

Those persons who saw Hispanided

spiritual movesent frequently did 6o because

oa. a. BB.e i Brietol,

a "Hispanidad

in South h America,

as 4

of its relation-

Foreien Affairs
" Foreign

cesfrom Over£k1 (Junuary, '1943), 8143 J. I. B. HoCulloon, "Influen
Shape of things,
seas," Survey

dation,

CHIE

Gruphic,
Sa

XXX (saroh, 1941), 112; “The

1939),

13.

4aristol, ope cite, pps 316-7, d2le

w

:
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ship to the Church of which they were members.”

Unobserved by most

people was the strengthening of ties between the South American Republics and the Vatican during 1940 which could have had a very definite

relation

tinued

on the

to Hispanidad

if the axis war machine

road of viotory.@

Fortunately,

would

have

con-

the social and political

goals of the reactionary arm of the Catholic Cauroch were by no means
always those
most

of the great masses of sincere Catholics.

powerful

political

forces within

the people did not alwaya follow

Although the

the Church were anti-democratic,

their church leaders,

as was shown.

in one election in Chile when the Gathalic voters defeated
cal favorite mi

Franco was wise when he acted as a friend

the clerito the
'

Church.»

The linting of the Church with a political

cause is nota

.

new trick for Spanish or Spanish-American politicens for it was a ~
known fact that by having the Church support a cause or even appear

to give it support gives thet cause a much better chance for victory.®
That was undoubtedly the reason why the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
in Wadrid

launched

a Supsrior Counckl

of Spanish

Religious

Yissions:

Sarronso Junco, “The United States and Hispanidad,” Commonweal,

XXXIV (June,

1941),

(duly, 1941), 326.

152-3; L. V. Vila, "Hispenidad,” Commonweal, XXXIV

S,rturo Berea, “Spanish Catholicism," Kew Statesman ond Nation,

XXI (Harch,

1941), 267.

- ‘Tyax Gissen, "Clerical Fascias in Latin Amerioa," Hew Republic,
OVI (February, 1942), 252.
a

Sayan,

Sas

elite,

pe

835-6

i
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Abroad which Falangist spokesmen

what they called "Spanish unity."

regarded as a step toward

spreading

Under this program it was estinated

that some eight thousand pro-Franco élerics reached Central America
and

the Caribbean countries during 1940 alone.

priests

as these

can countries

that the

great masses

received their guidance

of comzon people

in South America were not

favorable

for the propagation of Hispanidad

time

the Falange

following
struggle

tried to spread

in political teras at the

ite doctrines.

In the

few years

the Spanish Civil War se the Allied forces bogan their
against the Axis,

Hispanism and fesciaa,
day.

in Latin Ameri-

in Hispanloisn.?

On tho whole the political conditions

that

It was from such

Fan-americanism and democracy,

slowly became

not Pan-

the politica: aatchvords: of the

As this came to pass the regime of General Franco found

itself

ever farther from the goals sought through Hiepanidad .20
Among South American leaders there were
who

several outstanding nen

supported Franco and his cause believing that it would
but wo

improve

then withdrew their support when they

conditions

in Spain,

discovered

that Franco did not live up to their expectations.

One of

these was the Uruguayan statesman Pedro Manini y Rios who in Septez-.
ber,

reacting against

1956,

had occurred

the

outrages

in Spain under the Republio,

to persons

and

property which

along with other Uruguayans,

eigned s telegram of support for Franco's cause on the understanding
that

the

revolution was

to establiech

a constitutional

government

along

Bryce Oliver, "Franco Invades Latin America,” American Meroury,
LIV (April, 1942), 548+

Waristol, ope cite, pe 821
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democratic

lines.

his approval

charocter,

However,

of the Franco

on January 18, 1942, he publicly withdrew
regime

and denounced

it for

its dictstorial

its persecutions and violent reprisals against Ropubllcang,

and its incredible claine taught in fiispsnidad

to restore

ite hegemony

over what was once the empire of Charles vert
Once the United States entered the Second World far, the growing
oppositicn to the Falange was show
The Falangist organization
govornsent
pressed
there

in January,

a Falangist
since

+40 visit

1938

Peru

tne discovery

for

leas

ary,

1942, instead

planned.

In Lima,

periodical

the

public,

sase

country,

the celebration

and

it departed

of remaining

‘The government

a note of discord

Peruvian

called Unidad

of the

government

which had

the Spanieh

been

published

shortened,

of Peru felt

another

it could

the

Falangiet

1942

the

Ecuadorian

Franco

-

not afford

to strike

in the policy of hemisphere cooperation and was em-

Aires,

the

which

of Janu~-

month as originally

from « total-

itarian country with strong sympathies for Gerwany end Italy.

In June,

cf

its sctivities

barrassed by having as its guests an official delegetion

Buonos

invited

anniverssry

from Peru at the beginning

at least

sup-

delegation

four hundredth

of the amazon had ite program

meade

of Latin America.

in Montevideo was dissolved by the Uruguayan

1942.

In this

in many souiteten

regime

had

try -le

Uyyia., pe S16>

12rpid., pps S15, 320.

In

orgenisation dissolved itself voluntarily.
government cancelled
sent a pedagogical

a contract

mission

under

—

to their cour-

‘94

Although all the nations of the Latin American world except lexi-|
oo

had

recognised

now were.

taken

the Franco

by most

government,

of them

very definite

+o prevent the Falange

precautions
and

other

foreign

agonte

from carrying out their known intentions of stimulating unrest

within

their borders.

of Falangist
Hispanidad

the Latin Amorican resentment over the spread

activities

under

program became

the

guise

stimulated

of the apparently

by the

presence

legitizste

of thousands

of

Spanish Republican exiles, including xany of Spain's most prominent
intellectual

Cuile,

and

and

professional

leaders,

the other american Republics.

movee of the Allies to “neutralize”
wor theatre,
United

Guba,

the press and

other Allies,

and

4rgentine,

Through the rapid counter-

the Americas as a potential major

a sizeable number of Falengicst agents were

States,

chorus.

in Mexico,

the Latin

4merican

taken by tie

countries.

Fron

radio of nearly all the Latin Awerican countries came a

of compleints

end protests

over the

presence

and

operations

of

Franco's official and unofficial representatives within their borders.
The Peruvien national

radio was outstanding in declaring thet there

was “an absolute divergence”

Spain's policies.
throughout

loity
Cuba

Latin

botweon Latin American

and Falangist

This rising wave of anti-Frenco feeling spread
America

in 1945

by a new

surge

of unfavorable

in connection with the fresh érrests of Falangist agents

pub-

in

and other American Republics as well as in the United Statee

Territory of Puerto Rico 8

18,ve1 Plenn, #ind in the Olive Trees (New York:

1946), pp. 243-60

~

Boni and Geer,

e
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By the ond of 1944 the movement for a hemisphere-wide break with
the Franco

government

apparently without

became

on January

Republic

23,

1945,

of its in-

|

"The relations between the dencoratic

of Guatemala and the totalitarian Spanish regime are now

broken."

Guatemala had broken the ice by being the first Ansricen

Republi

to break diplomatio relations with Franco.

can nations were soon to follow.
asked

Finally

informing any other Ane rican

tention, Gustemale declared:
govorninent

apparent.

Other Latin dmeri-

The Cutan Congress by unanimous vote

the president of that country to break relations with Frenco
‘

Spain. 1/4

‘This break with the Letin American countries as well as the rotreats and defeats
tne Frenco
his

of the Axis armies had s very definite

government and

edvisors

on

foreign

its philosophy of Hlepanidad.

affairs

began

to talk

effect upon
Franco end

of Spain,

not as the

head and spinal column of the Spanieh-speaking world, but eo a “sister”
that

nation

to share

deserved

in the benofits

policy of the Western Hemisphere.

armies

militia

was dissolved

of the Falangs

to the Pan-American Union. 5
soon after

began to make progress on the road to Rome.

ed as if Franoo

had

cast

Falange,

off the

realizing that the Rightists

the Allied

it appesr-

Although

it is still

possible

that

he,

ere only biding their tine until Don Juan

1

l4rpid., pp» 245-66.

18r1a., po 2440

|

There were even rumors in “edrid

thet France was trying to get Spain admitted
fhe

Good-licighbor

of the

—,

:

—
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cen be put on the throne, may fall back upon the Falange and

penided principles for support.
Franco tho actus]
beyond

its His~

But with Hitler poverless to help

seieure of foreign

the realm of possibility.

territory by Spain seems to be

Whether the accent continues

on

fascism or on the extreme conservatisn of a traditional Spenish pattern,
the Franco
empire

lost whatever opportunity it had to win back ite

in Latin Americn or to form a new one in Africe and being

practical

this.
tie

regime

soldiers,

ven

the ministers

of the Spanish

government

if the United States would have remained

Spanish

Wavy wae

outmatched

by

the navies

out of the picture,

of Brazil,

Argentina,

Chile

and if an expedition of Spanish forces could have been

Latin

America,

the hostile

been overwhelmings

armies,

populece,

had

any

landed

territory would

or

in

have

The people of Spain, exhausted in every possible

way by their own civil war, could not have
even

and

roalized

sentizent

for

reconquest

supported such a venture or

considering whet

it would

have

sost 26
Bren

though

its territorial

ophy of Hispanidad were defeated,
force

in the

world.

There

aspirations

as taught

in the philos-

Spanish imporialiem rezains 2 dengerous

is ‘the danger that

in the event

tke world

becomes one of reactlon es the rosult of the Socond World tar, or if
there was just a reactionary western Europe,

a reactionary Spain would

probably have her opportunity for leadership

in a new age of vetter-

niche

Regurdiess of what the future brings, Spain expected to obtain

16:, 5. Bomilton, "Spanish Dreams of Empire,” Foreign

Affairs,

ZXIT (April, 1944), 468-95 J. &. Kelly, "Spain's Role in South America,"
Catholic World, CilV (Haroh, 1942), 160.

gli
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@ good

reward

world wear.
noutrelity
19650,

Spain feels that she deserves this beoause of her so-called
during

Franco

if the

from the Allies in the post-war settlements of the Second

was

United

the Second

fiorld wart?

Even

threatening to: turn to Stalin

States did not provide

os recently

as early

and Communist

Russia

the necessary

funds

to xeep the

Falengist atete functionings?®
Although world conditions. heve changed
Second

World

tional

fascism,

same

as

War and the

it has

setting

is far

since

it wherever

(3) to secure

less propitious

for

interne-

the foreign policy of Spain has remained much the
Franco

took control

tives of its foreign policy remain:
fight

in many ways since.the

over Morooco,

Tha

objec-

(1) to oust comuniem and to

it may be encountered;

control

of the country.

(2) to acquire

Gibraltar,

to unify Spain and the Spanish people; (5)

living ‘space;

and Worth Africa;

to spread

(4)

the concept of

tho cultural unity of the Spanish race in tho terms of Hiapanidad;
and (6) to develop a new-order for Spain.2?
As @ conclusion to this presentetion of the philosophy of Hispanidad,

it io difficult

to sry whether

Hispanided

is dead

or not.

Just

because it did not have the opportunity to assert iteelf in the political

field

lic Church

emong

the Letin American

countries,

is going to allow it to vanishe

dogs

Even

not mean

the Catho=-

if the average Span-

- Myamtiton, op: sites pe 468
18g Shape of Things," Hation, CLAX (February, 1950), pp. 118-9.
19yascism in Action (Washington:

1947), 41-2,

OOS

U. S. Government Printing Office,
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ish-American
be ruled

has no thought of unity with Spsin,

out of the visions

of tie politicane

tunity would ever present itself.

that thought cannot

of Spain if tie oppor-

Just because

it has become difficult

for Hispsnidad to continue to function as a political concept, does
not mean it will cease as a cultural or spiritual concept.
are Protestants and who believe
hope

that

Indeed,

Hispanidad

the world

is dead

in demooratic

end never

oan be grateful

principles

experiences

that conditions

‘those xho
sinceroly

a resurrection.
in tho world

such during the past two decades that HYispanidad was unable
ite ultimate
living

eins.

in a fascist,

If it nad been totally successful,
Catholic,

Spanish world

today

ways to the world during tne fifteenth century.

«ere

to fulfill

xe would be

similar

in meny
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